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Abstract

Thermosonic ball bonding is the most popular method used to create electrical intercon-

nects between integrated circuits (ICs) and substrates in the microelectronics industry. Tradition-

ally gold (Au) wire is used, however with industry demands for lower costs and higher

performance, novel wire materials are being considered. Some of these wire materials include Cu,

insulated, and coated wires. The most promising of which being Cu wire. Some of the main issues

with these wire materials is their performance in the electrical flame off (EFO) step of the wire

bonding process. In the EFO step a ball called the free air ball (FAB) is formed on the end of the

wire. The quality of the FAB is essential for reliable and strong ball bonds. In Cu wire bonding the

hardness of the FAB and oxidation are the main issues. A hard FAB requires larger bonding forces

and US levels to make the bond which increases the likelihood of damage to the IC. Excessive ox-

idation acts as a contaminant at the bond interface and can also influence the shape of the FAB.

Shielding gases are required to reduce oxidation and improve FAB quality. This thesis focuses on

the EFO process and the influence of EFO parameters and shielding gases on Au and Cu FABs.

The primary focus of this thesis is to provide a better understanding of the EFO process in order to

expedite the introduction of novel wire materials into industry.

Several different experiments are performed on an automated thermosonic wire bonder

with 25 µm Au and Cu wires to investigate the EFO process during ball bonding. The effects of

EFO parameters on the hardness and work hardening of FABs and the effects of shielding gas type

and flow rates on the quality of the FABs are determined. The EFO discharge characteristics in dif-

ferent shielding gases is also studied to better understand how the composition of the atmosphere

the FAB is formed in influences the energy input via the EFO electrical discharge.
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Using the online deformability method and Vickers microhardness testing it is found that

the EFO current (IEFO) and EFO time (tEFO) have a large influence on the hardness and work hard-

ening of Au and Cu FABs. A harder FAB produced with a large IEFO and low tEFO will work hard-

en less during deformation. The bonded ball will be softer than that of a FAB produced with a lower

IEFO and higher tEFO. The online deformability method is found to be twice as precise as the Vick-

ers microhardness test.

An online method for characterizing the quality of FABs is developed and used to identify

shielding gas flow rates that produce defective FABs. The EFO process for an Au wire and two Cu

wire materials is investigated in flow rates of 0.2-1.0 l/min of forming gas (5 % H2 + 95 % N2) and

N2 gas. All three of the most common FAB defects are identified with this online method. It is

found that good quality FABs cannot be produced above flow rates of 0.7 l/min and that H2 in the

shielding gas adds a thermal component to the EFO process. It is recommended that the gas flow

rate be optimized for each new wire type used.

The EFO discharge power is measured to be 12 % higher in a N2 gas atmosphere than in a

forming gas atmosphere. The lower ionization potential of the forming gas leads to a higher degree

of ionization and therefore lower resistance across the discharge gap. It was found that the dis-

charge power does not determine the energy transferred to the wire anode because the Au FAB pro-

duced in forming gas has a 6 % larger diameter than that of the FABs produced in N2 gas. Other

factors that effect the voltage of the EFO discharge include the controlled EFO current, the dis-

charge gap, and the wire anode material.
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1.0 Introduction

The majority of electrical interconnects between integrated circuits (ICs) and substrates are

made using wire bonds. Wire bonds connect the microelectronic devices to the macroelectronic

system [1]. Competing technologies included tape automated bonding (TAB) and flip chip bond-

ing. Due to wire bondings extensive infastructure, ability to support high performance device pack-

aging, high manufacturing throughput, and its low cost, no other IC interconnection technology is

expected to displace wire bonding in the foreseeable future [1, 2]. In 2006 90 % of all IC intercon-

nects are made with Gold (Au) wire bonds [1].

Since the development of thermocompression wire bonding in 1957 by Bell Laboratories

wire bonding technologies have been rapidly evolving in order to keep pace with the microelec-

tronics industry demands. Large advances in the wire materials, capillary design and the bonding

machines have taken place. Two major advances in the wire bonding technology are the develop-

ment of ultrasonic wedge bonding in 1960 and the development of thermosonic wire bonding in

1970. Thermocompression wire bonding requires high temperatures (> 300 °C), larger bonding

pads than ultrasonic and thermosonic wire bonding, and has the lowest yield. Ultrasonic wedge

bonding is performed at room temperature, has the highest yield of the processes (< 20 ppm), but

only has half of the manufacturing throughput of the other processes. Thermosonic wire bonding

combines the best qualities of the thermocompression and ultrasonic wire bonding technologies.

Thermosonic wire bonding uses lower temperatures in order to not damage sensitive components

and ultrasonic (US) energy which helps disperse contaminants at the bond interface and aid in de-

formation. Thermosonic ball bonding has the ability to bond in all directions and is easily automat-
1



ed making the process very fast. Today the majority of all interconnections to ICs are made with

Au thermosonic ball bonds [2]. The thermosonic ball bonding process is used in this study.

The general trends in the microelectronic industry are for higher performance, lower costs,

and miniaturization [3, 4]. The wire bonding industry responds to these trends by developing low-

cost packaging solutions for fine pitch, high input-output devices. One approach to meeting these

demands is the development of new wire types and materials. The most promising materials are

Cu, insulated, and coated wires [5-7]. However, these new materials pose new process challenges

in particular during the first step of the thermosonic ball bonding cycle called the electrical flame

off (EFO) process, where a ball is formed on the end of the wire. The ball formed on the end of the

wire is called the free air ball (FAB) and its quality is essential for reliable and strong ball bonds.

There is a need for more research in this area in order to advance the thermosonic ball bonding

process to a point where these new materials will be fully accepted by industry.
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1.1 Objectives

This study is performed in order to better understand the EFO process. The knowledge ob-

tained through this study helps to advance the thermosonic bonding process to a point where new

wire materials will be accepted by industry. The main FAB issues associated with Cu such as its

higher hardness and oxidation are addressed as well as the conditions at which acceptable shape

and quality FABs are produced. In order to fulfil these objectives the following tasks were per-

formed:

a) investigation into the effect of EFO parameters on FAB hardness and work hardening,

b) investigation into the effect of shielding gas type and flow rate on FAB formation, and

c) preliminary investigation of the EFO discharge and how the properties of both the dis-

charge and wire materials effect FAB formation.
3



1.2 Thesis Organization

This work focuses on the EFO stage of the thermosonic ball bonding process. Chapter 1

gives a detailed introduction into the thermosonic wire bonding process. The motivation for using

novel wire materials and the issues associated with them are presented. The effects of the EFO pa-

rameters on the FAB hardness and work hardening are presented in Chapter 2. The hardness and

deformability of Cu and Au FABs are investigated using two different evaluation techniques. The

hardness and work hardening of different wire materials are compared. In Chapter 3 the effects of

shielding gas types and flow rates on the quality of the FAB is investigated. A new technique for

quickly assessing the shape of the FAB is presented allowing for the identification of undesirable

flow rates. Preliminary work investigating the influence of shielding gas composition on the EFO

discharge is presented in Chapter 4. The energy transferred to the wire via the discharge and the

factors that effect the discharge power are investigated.
4



1.3 The Thermosonic Ball Bonding Process

In the thermosonic ball bonding process normal force, heat, and US energy are used to

make the bonds. First a bond is made between the wire and the metallization on the IC device (i.e.

ball bond) then a second bond is made to the substrate or leadframe (i.e. wedge bond) that carries

the IC. The thermosonic process is a solid-state bonding process where no melting occurs during

bonding [8]. Metallic bonds are formed where intimate contact is achieved between the two mate-

rials to be joined at the atomic level.

The thermosonic ball bonding process steps are illustrated in Figs. 1 a) to e). The first step

of the ball bonding process is the EFO process. During EFO a high electrical potential is applied

between the electrode and the wire tail that protrudes from the capillary resulting in an electrical

discharge or spark. The tip of the wire tail melts and the molten metal rolls up in to a spherical ball

due to surface tension where it then solidifies [Fig. 1 a)]. This ball is called the free air ball (FAB).

After EFO the wire clamp is opened and the capillary moves downward towards the heated IC de-

vice, which is typically heated to a temperature around 150 °C. A bonding force is then applied

deforming the FAB between the ceramic capillary and the bond pad metallization on the device.

Ultrasonic (US) energy is applied simultaneously and the ball bond is formed via a solid-state

bonding mechanism [Fig. 1 b)]. After the ball bond has been formed the capillary moves to the sec-

ond bond location. During this step the wire clamp is open allowing for the wire to be fed out, form-

ing the wire loop [Fig. 1 c)]. Once at the second bond location, again the bonding force and US

energy is applied. The wire is deformed between the capillary and the lead finger or substrate and

the second bond is created [Fig. 1 d)]. The last step is the wire tail formation which is necessary

for the process to continue. During this step the capillary moves upward with the wire clamp
5



opened until the desired tail length is achieved where the clamp is then closed. The tail bond be-

tween the wire tail and the lead finger or substrate is then broken creating the wire tail [Fig. 1 e)].

A FAB can now be formed on the wire tail and the process will continue. 

1.3.1 Electrical Flame Off Process

Since the primary focus of this study is on the formation of FABs during the thermosonic

ball bonding process, a more in depth review of the EFO process step is provided. The FAB shape

and surface quality are essential for reliable ball bonds [9-11]. A DC constant current power supply

is used for producing the EFO discharge where the EFO current (IEFO) is the input parameter and

the EFO voltage is the response. In the modern EFO process a negative EFO (NEFO) discharge is

used meaning the electrode is the cathode. A NEFO discharge is beneficial since it results in a more

uniform FAB formation which is necessary for high yield and fine pitch bonding. Also, foreign

particles are not attracted to the wire and capillary and in the case of Au ball bonding, Au is not

sputtered from the wire and deposited on the capillary [2].

1.3.1.1 The EFO discharge

The EFO discharge is initiated by applying an electrical potential that exceeds the break-

down potential of the gas in the gap between the electrode and the wire. This voltage is referred to

as the pre-spark voltage. At standard temperatures and pressures gases are excellent insulators [12].

Once the breakdown potential is exceeded the gas ionizes and begins to conduct electricity. The

ionization of a gas due to an electrical potential is called field ionization [12]. As the gas heats up

thermal ionization will also occur [12].
6
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Figure 1: Illustration of thermosonic (TS) ball bonding process steps: a) electrical flame off 
(EFO), b) ball bond, c) looping, d) wedge bond, and e) tail formation.
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In the EFO discharge, once a sufficiently high energy level is achieved, the gas molecules

will dissociate into a monatomic state breaking the interatomic bonds. As the energy in the gas fur-

ther increases, the outer electrons are detached from the atom [13]. Once the electrons have been

stripped from the atom, they are accelerated to high speeds in a short distance by the large electric

field. When the high speed electrons collide with other atoms or ions with an energy that exceeds

their ionization energy, the particles are ionized producing more electrons [14]. The collisions are

elastic if no ionization occurs and inelastic if some of the energy is absorbed due to ionization [13].

As the number of these elastic and inelastic collisions increases, an avalanche of electrons and pos-

itive ions is formed [15]. If the applied voltage is large enough, this avalanche of electrons produc-

es a sufficient amount of electrons and protons to be self-sustained and will reach a steady-state,

as required during the EFO process [14]. The electrons will flow towards the wire (anode) and the

protons will flow towards the electrode (cathode) due to the applied electromagnetic fields and the

gas conducts electricity as illustrated in Fig. 2 [12]. Due to the smaller mass of the electrons they

move more readily and therefore carry the majority of the current [12]. 

Wire (anode)

Electrode (cathode)electrons
ions

Capillary

Discharge column

Figure 2: Illustration of the flow of electrons and ions in the NEFO discharge. The wire is the 
anode and the electrode is the cathode.
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The EFO discharge is classified as a low energy, weakly ionized plasma [12]. Therefore,

the electron density will be quite low and the voltage drop across the discharge will remain quite

high. The voltage during an EFO discharge in air was measured to be 390 V for a 28 mA IEFO [14].

The discharge power is calculated using 

 (1)

where V is the discharge voltage and IEFO is the EFO current [16]. The gas atmosphere that the

EFO discharge is produced in has an effect on the power. Different gases will have different ioni-

zation energies and therefore, the gap between the electrode and the wire will have different resist-

ances. This becomes a factor when shielding gases are used in forming Cu FABs which will be

discussed in more detail in section 4.0.

1.3.1.2 Electrical Flame Off Parameters

The main parameters in the EFO process are the IEFO, EFO firing time (tEFO), pre-spark

voltage, wire tail length, and the discharge gap (or electrode to wire distance). 

The IEFO and tEFO are adjusted in order to adjust the energy input. The electrical energy

input for the EFO process can be defined as

 , (2)

where E is the energy input, R is the resistance across the discharge, I is the EFO current, and t is

the EFO time [9]. The diameter of the FAB is dependent on the energy input during the EFO, there-

fore the IEFO and tEFO are optimized to obtain the desired FAB size. Note that in industry the time

is often held constant so that the duration of the bonding process is not changed. A shorter time is

often desired to speed up the process.

P VIEFO=

E RI2t=
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The pre-spark voltage ranging from 1500 V to 6000 V is applied in order to initiate the dis-

charge by electrically breaking down or ionizing the gas in the gap to create a continuous plasma

discharge [1]. The breakdown potential and ionization energy properties of the gas atmosphere in

the gap affect the properties of the discharge and how much energy is required to initiate it.

The wire tail length and gap parameters are illustrated in Fig. 3 a).The tail length is usually

between 300 - 550 µm for 25 µm (1 mil) wire diameters. It has an effect on the FAB diameter

where a larger tail length has a higher resistance producing more resistive heating in the wire tail

and therefore a larger FAB. The tail length must not be too short so that the wire is melted back to

the capillary tip during the formation of the FAB. During Cu ball bonding the tail length is more

critical because the molten metal on the end of the wire must always be surrounded by a protective

atmosphere. For example, if the tail length is too short the molten metal can leave the path of the

shielding gas flow as it rolls upward due to surface tension causing oxidation issues.

The gap influences the discharge length and the angle at which the discharge travels. When

optimizing the gap a good starting point is to have the discharge axis at 45 ° relative to the wire tail

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of EFO process highlighting: a) Wire tail length and dis-
charge gap, and b) 45 ° angle between discharge axis and wire axis.

wire

electrodecapillary

wire tail length

discharge gap

a) b)a)a)

discharge axis

45°
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as illustrated in Fig. 3 b). Shorter gap (i.e. shallower discharge angle) can lead to FAB defects.

Coated and insulated wires are less sensitive to the discharge gap. It has been suggested that the

higher resistance of the coating material than the base wire material leads to a higher current den-

sity at the tip rather than the discharge spreading up the wire tail [7].

1.3.1.3 Copper Wire Electrical Flame Off Process

One of the main disadvantages of Cu wire is that it readily oxidizes in air. Oxidation can

occur very rapidly on the surface of the molten Cu during the EFO process. Oxidation on the sur-

face of the FAB degrades bond quality and can even lead to non-stick-on-pad (NSOP) failures

causing stoppages in production and therefore, reducing production yield [9-11]. Oxidation has

also been found to increase the hardness of the FAB itself [17]. The oxidation of Cu wire during

the EFO process is reduced by supplying a shielding gas to the EFO site during FAB formation.

The major machine manufacturers now offer Cu kits which are essentially a means of supplying

the shielding gas to the EFO site. An illustration of the Cu kit on the Esec 3100 thermosonic ball

bonder manufactured by Besi Esec, Cham Switzerland is shown in Fig. 4. A picture of the bond-

head is shown in Fig. 5. The shielding gas is supplied through a nozzle attached to the electrode.

y

x

a) b)

gas

capillary

gas

z

x

electrode

plastic nozzle

Figure 4: Illustration of the Cu kit on the Esec 3100 thermosonic ball bonder: a) front view, 
and b) top view. The metallic tube has an inner diameter of 1 mm.

metallic 
tube
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The shielding gasses used are usually a mixture of H2 and an inert gas such as Ar or N2 [18]. These

gas mixtures are termed forming gasses in the wire bonding industry. A mixture of 5 % H2 and

95 % N2 is the most common forming gas mixture used today. The hydrogen is added to the gas

mixture to reduce the oxide on the wire surface during the EFO process.

The melting and solidification of the FAB during the EFO process has been studied exten-

sively for Au wire [12, 14, 19]. Complex models have been developed to help understand the for-

mation of the Au FAB during EFO [19]. A simulation of the melting and solidifying of a 25 µm

(1 mil) Au wire during FAB formation is shown in Fig. 6 [19]. The formation of a Cu FAB how-

ever is even more complex due to the effects of oxidation and the use of a shielding gas. Factors

such as extensive oxidation and convective cooling affect the formation of the FAB and can cause

FAB defects [9, 11, 20]. Two new variables are introduced in Cu ball bonding; the shielding gas

type and the flow rate.

Figure 5: Besi Esec 3100 thermosonic wire bonder bondhead.

US transducer horn

wire clamp

plastic nozzle

capillary

electrode

10 mm
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Figure 6: Simulation of the evolution of the FAB during melting and solidification of a 25 µm 
(1 mil) Au wire anode where R* = radius of curvature and the arrow denotes location of the 
solid-liquid interface. Time increases from (a) to (f). From (a) → (d), the tip of wire melts 
and the gap between the electrode and wire decreases by 0.2 mil. From (e) to (f), the molten 
metal rolls up into a ball due to surface tension and the electrode to wire gap increases by 
0.8 mil [19].
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1.4 Proposed Bonding Mechanisms

Both the ball and wedge bonds of the thermosonic wire bonding process are solid state join-

ing processes where no melting occurs. In thermosonic wire bonding the bonds are not created as

a result of the applied heat during bonding nor are they created from the heat generated by the US

energy. The temperatures reached during bonding are well below the melting temperature of the

materials and even below the temperatures required for thermocompression bonding (< 300 °C)

[8]. Temperature measurements during US bonding indicate that the temperature does not rise

above 250 °C [21, 22]. As further proof that high temperatures are not required, US bonding has

been performed in liquid N2 (77 K) [21, 23]. Therefore, the US energy transmitted through the

atomic lattice is suggested to be sufficient to overcome the activation energy required for joining

[8]. 

In general the thermodynamic driving force for materials joining is a decrease in Gibbs free

energy. For materials joining the change in Gibbs free energy can be expressed as:

(3)

where,  is the change in Gibbs free energy,  is the interfacial free energy, and  and  are

the surface free energies of the wire and the metallization, respectively. The energy of adhesion

can also be expressed in terms of the interfacial and surface free energies as defined by Duprè:

(4)

where, the energy of adhesion is defined as the work required per unit area to separate two solids

[24, 25]. A small interfacial free energy is desired in all materials joining processes. In wire bond-

ing the interfacial free energy is increased by contaminants or oxidation at the interface, excessive

roughness, or large lattice mismatch between the wire material and the metallization material.

ΔG γ12 γ1– γ2–=

ΔG γ12 γ1 γ2

Ead γ1 γ2 γ12–+=
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In the thermosonic ball bonding process intimate contact between the bare materials and

therefore, low interfacial free energy is obtained by deformation with US, heat, and the selection

of bonding partners/materials with “compatible” lattice constants. Oxidation and contaminants are

broken up during deformation and local straining due to US. The contaminants are displaced to the

bond perimeter or into asperities on the surface by plastic flow. Excessive surface roughness or

large asperities are deformed and collapsed. Deformation epitaxy leads to a reduction in crystallo-

graphic mismatches by crystallographic rearrangement of the contacting surfaces by plastic defor-

mation [24]. The absence of bonded area in the center of US wedge bonds where little deformation

takes place is a common occurrence [2]. In thermosonic ball bonding where a large degree of de-

formation and plastic flow takes place causing the unbonded regions to be more dispersed and ran-

dom [2]. This indicates the importance of plastic deformation and flow in removing contaminants

and reducing lattice mismatch allowing for a bond to be created.

Heat and US aid in deformation and plastic flow in the thermosonic wire bonding process.

It is well known that heating bulk materials provides some of the additional energy required for

plastic deformation. The homogeneous heating of the materials being joined aids in deformation

by reducing the required deformation stress. Superimposing US during the plastic deformation of

a metal can also reduce the required deformation stress. This temporary reduction in strength is re-

ferred to as acoustic softening [29-31]. Langenecker shows this temporary reduction in strength by

performing tensile tests on Al single crystals while applying various levels of US irradiation as

shown in Fig. 7 a) [29]. The reduction in strength due to US irradiation is compared to the reduction

in strength caused by heating in Fig. 7 b) [29]. From dislocation theory, it is proposed that the pref-

erential absorption of acoustic energy by lattice imperfections such as dislocations or grain bound-
15



aries will cause localized heating in the regions around the imperfections [29]. The localized

heating activates the dislocations and reduces the resolved shear stress required for substantial dis-

location migration in the slip plane resulting in acoustic softening [29, 30]. The activation of dis-

locations by acoustic softening is much more efficient than heating the bulk materials [29].

Figure 7: Stress-strain curves from tensile tests performed on Al single crystals while apply-
ing various levels of US (a) and various test temperatures (b) [29].

a) b)
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1.5 Quality Assessment

The traditional quality assessment methods are often quite manual and tedious. Many of

these tests are replaced with “online” methods, where data is collected from the wire bonder during

bonding. Online methods will be discussed in subsequent sections.

1.5.1 Destructive Bond Pull Test

Wire pull testing is most commonly used to measure the pull strength of the wedge bond

and the strength of the neck of the ball bond. The pull test values are obtained using a pull tester

that uses a hook to pull on the wire at a specified rate while measuring the force at failure. For

measuring the pull strength of the wedge bond the hook is placed 1/3 of the ball to wedge distance

(BWD) from the wedge bond as illustrated in Fig. 8 a). Interfacial failure of the wedge bond or the

ball bond during pull testing indicates poor bond quality even if the measured pull force at failure

is quite high [1]. When the pull hook is placed 1/3 of the BWD from the ball bond as illustrated in

Fig. 8 b) the strength of the heat affected zone (HAZ) in the ball neck is obtained. The ball neck

strength is of particular interest when ball bonding with new wire materials [32]. Destructive wire

pull testing is governed by the MIL-STD-883E standard [33].

b)

Figure 8: Illustration of pull testing a) for measuring wedge pull force and b) for measuring 
HAZ or neck breaking force.

ball bond

BWD

pull hook

wedge bond

a)

ball neck
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1.5.2 Ball Bond Shear Test

Shear testing is a destructive test that quantifies the strength of the ball bond at the interface

between the bonded ball and pad metallization. A shear tool applies tangential force to the ball

bond and measures the shear force at failure as illustrated in Fig. 9. The shear force is then divided

by the bonded area to calculate the shear stress which is often given in units of gf/mil2 (1 gf/mil2

is equal to 15.2 MPa). Since the bonded area is difficult to measure directly, the ball diameter at

capillary imprint (BDC) where the capillary makes contact to the top of the ball during bonding is

often used to estimate the bonded area. The BDC is illustrated in Fig. 9.

For a proper shear test the bottom of the shear tool should sit about half the ball height from

the pad surface [1]. In the shear testing there are many different failure modes. The most common

being interfacial shear, ball shear, and cratering [1, 2]. Interfacial shear is undesirable in fine wire

Au ball bonding often indicating a poor bonding process or excessive intermetallic growth [2]. Ball

shear indicates that the bond is stronger than the wire material itself. This failure mode is often de-

sired for fine wire Au ball bonding. However, as the wire diameter is increased or stronger wire

materials such as Cu are used ball shear will not occur. A higher shear stress value is desired in this

Figure 9: Illustration of ball bond shear testing.

Force

shear tool

ball height
1/2 ball height

BDC
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case. With stronger (harder) materials such as Cu, the cratering failure mode can occur. Cratering

indicates that the bondpad has been weakened or cracked by the bonding process. Cratering is often

a result of hard FABs and/or excessive US during bonding [1, 2, 34, 35]. The destructive shear test-

ing method is governed by the JEDEC JESD22-B116 standard [36].

1.5.3 Visual Inspection of Free Air Balls

The shape and surface quality of the FAB is essential for ball bond reliability and high

yield. Assessing the quality of the FAB can be done indirectly by shear testing. However, optical

or scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images are required to confirm FAB quality or identify

defects. Visually inspecting FABs is a highly manual process and can be quite tedious. It is neces-

sary when optimizing a new EFO process or for troubleshooting ball bond failures. In order to ob-

serve the FAB shape and quality, first a FAB is formed on the wire tail [Fig. 10 a)], then the wire

tail is bent [Fig. 10 b)] and a bond-off (wedge bond) is performed to fix the FAB to the substrate.

This process is often referred to as the cherry-pit method. The FAB now sits upright on the sub-

strate ready to be inspected as illustrated in Fig. 10 c).

Figure 10: Illustration of free air ball (FAB) sample preparation for visual inspection. a) 
EFO process, b) bend wire tail, and c) bond-off (wedge bond).

FAB

capillary

a) b)

carefully bent

c)

metallization

optical or SEM 
imaging
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1.5.3.1 Common Free Air Ball Defects

There are two different categories of FAB defects; shape defects and surface contamina-

tion. Common shape defects include size variation, golf-clubbing, and pointed shape. Size varia-

tion is an indication of an unstable EFO process and is usually a result of an unstable discharge.

This type of defect is often observed when the voltage and current parameters are too low. The

golf-clubbed FAB defect is when the wire is formed off-center or non-symmetrical to the wire axis

as illustrated in Fig. 11 b). The pointed FAB defect is when the FAB is not round and solidifies in

a pointed shape as illustrated in Fig. 11 c). 

Variation in FAB size is undesirable because weak bonds or NSOP failures can occur as

well as undesirable changes in ball bond geometries. Non-symmetrical golf-clubbed FAB defects

can lead to shorting issues in fine pitch applications. The resulting bonded ball will also be non-

symmetrical and can make contact with adjacent bond pads or ball bonds. An examples of a golf-

clubbed FAB and a bonded golf-clubbed FAB are shown in Fig. 12 a) and b), respectively [11].

Pointed FAB defects lead to higher stresses on the bondpad during the impact portion of the ball

bond process which increases the likelihood of underpad damage and cratering. An example of a

pointed FAB and cratering caused by bonding a pointed FAB are shown in Fig. 13 a) and b), re-

spectively [11].

Figure 11: Common FAB defects. a) Variation in size, b) golf-clubbed FAB defect, c) pointed 
FAB defect.

a) c)b)

metallization
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Surface contamination makes ball bonding with Cu, insulated, and coated wires more chal-

lenging. Surface contamination leads to decreases in shear strength and process yield. Contami-

nants at the bond interface prevent bond formation by preventing the deformed metal surfaces from

coming into intimate contact. 

One example of a surface contaminant is surface oxidation of the Cu FAB. Thin, hard ox-

ides on a soft material such as Al wires will be broken up and displaced with deformation and US

as occurs during the ultrasonic wedge bonding process. However, soft oxides on hard metals such

as Cu oxide on Cu can serve as a lubricant during deformation during bonding, remaining on the

surface and degrading bond quality [2]. Example optical and SEM images of Cu FABs are shown

Figure 12: SEM image of a golf-clubbed FAB (a) and a bonded golf-clubbed FAB (b) [11].

a) b)

Figure 13: SEM image of a pointed FAB defect (a) and a cratered bond pad resulting from 
bonding a pointed FAB [11].

a) b)

cratering
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in Fig. 14. An example of a Cu FAB with minimal surface oxide is shown in Figs. 14 a) and b). In

the optical image the surface appears smooth and light in colour. The grain boundaries can be iden-

tified in the SEM image. In Figs. 14 c) and d) the Cu FAB is slightly more oxidized the surface

appears rough with an orange peel like texture and the oxide is dark orange in colour. Also, holes

start to appear on the surface of the FAB and the grain boundaries become less obvious. In Figs. 14

e) and f) the oxidation is sever and the surface appears very rough with many holes. In the optical

image the oxide become brown in colour and in the extremely oxidized areas appears blue.

Figure 14: Optical and SEM images of Cu FABs in various stages of oxidation. Little oxida-
tion (a & b), medium amount of oxidation (c & d), severely oxidized (e & f).

Optical Micrographs SEM Images

a)

c)

e)

b)

d)

f)
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For insulated wires the insulation that is not removed during EFO acts as a contaminant and

degrades the ball bond quality. In order to remove the insulation during EFO a certain amount of

energy is required. Fig. 15 shows optical and SEM images of insulated Cu FABs where the insu-

lation has not been fully removed from the FAB surface. The insulation is identified in the optical

images by white or grey regions highlighted in Fig. 15 a) or by the rippled/creased surface as seen

in Fig. 15 c). In the SEM images the insulation is dark in contrast and will also have a rippled or

creased appearance in some cases as shown in Figs. 15 b) and d).

Figure 15: Optical and SEM images of insulated Cu FABs where the insulation has not been 
fully removed during EFO. In the SEM images the insulation is dark in contrast to bare Cu.

Optical Micrographs SEM Images

a)

c)

b)

d)

insulation

insulation

bare Cu
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1.5.4 Vickers Hardness Testing

The hardness of the base wire material and the FAB influences the likelihood of damage to

the IC during bonding. Vickers hardness tests are often performed on cross-sectioned wire, FABs,

and Bonded balls as shown in Fig. 16 a), b), and c), respectively [35-38]. 

Due to the small size and thickness of the cross-sectioned samples low forces must be used

during Vickers hardness testing. In this study a 49 mN (5 gf) force with a 15 s dwell time is used.

Figure 16: Vickers hardness tests performed on a) Cu wire and bonded ball, b) Cu FAB, and 
c) Cu bonded ball [35-38].

a)

b)

c)

FAB
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The measurements are made using either an optical microscope or SEM and the vickers hardness

is calculated using:

(5)

where P is the applied load in gf and d is the average length in µm of the two diagonals measured

from the microhardness indentation [39].

HV 1854.4 P×
d2

--------------------------=
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1.6 Online Characterization Methods

Online methods have been developed to reduce the time required for characterizing new

wire materials and study the effects of process parameters on the wire materials during bonding.

The online methods use signals from the wire bonder sensors to quantify deformability of the wire

and the FAB, measure tail breaking force (TBF), measure heat affected zone (HAZ) breaking

force, and even investigate the temporary and residual effects of US on hardness and deformability

of the FAB during bonding [32-35, 40-45]. For each case the Esec 3100 thermosonic wire bonder,

manufactured by Besi ESEC, Cham, Switzerland shown in Fig. 17 is used. The two sensors used

for the online methods are the z-position encoder located on the back of the rocker arm and the

proximity sensor fixed below the wire clamp as illustrated in Fig. 18 [46]. The z-position encoder

is used to derive the position of the capillary tip with sub micron precision [40]. The proximity sen-

Figure 17: Besi Esec 3100 automated thermosonic wire bonder.
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sor measures changes in the gap between the clamp and the horn due to deflection of either the horn

or the clamp when they are placed under a specific load [41]. The change in the gap distance is

proportional to the load applied to either the horn or the wire clamp.

1.6.1 Online Deformability Measurement

For the online deformability measurements the amount of deformation is quantified by the

z-position of the capillary tip after a certain deformation force has been applied. This method can

be used to measure both the deformability of the FAB and the wire itself [40]. The height meas-

urements required for calculating the deformability of both the FAB and the wire are illustrated in

Fig. 19 [40]. A reference wedge bond (RW) is required in order to measure the deformability of

the FAB. Therefore, a column of reference bonds is placed next to the test bonds as illustrated in

Fig. 20. The deformed ball height (BH) and deformed wire height (WH) are calculated by: 

 and (6)

. (7)

Example signals for z-position, force, and US provided by the bonder for the deformability meas-

urements are shown in Fig. 21.

Figure 18: Schematic drawing of the Esec 3100 bondhead rocker arm assembly. Dimensions 
not to scale [46].
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Figure 19: Height measurements: a) reference wedge bond (RW) with capillary touching the 
substrate surface, b) FAB contacts the substrate without deformation, c) FAB deformed un-
der a predefined deforming force, d) wire side contacts the substrate without deformation, 
e) wireside deformed under a predefined deforming force, and f) ultrasonic wedge bond 
with capillary touching the substrate surface for reference [40].

capillary

FAB
deformation

wire
deformation

Figure 20: Bonding diagram for measuring online FAB deformability [42].
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1.6.1.1 Characterizing the Influence of Ultrasound on Deformability

A modified version of the online deformability method [34, 45] is used to identify the ef-

fects of US on the hardness and deformability of the FAB. The temporary acoustic softening effect

on the FAB is quantified by simply applying US during the deformation step of the online deform-

ability measurement, as illustrated in Fig. 22 [34]. The residual acoustic softening effects on the

deformability of the FAB is quantified by adding a second step (Step 2) where the deformed ball

is deformed a second time as illustrated in Fig. 22 [34]. The effects of US on both the deformed Cu

ball heights H1 and H2 are shown in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24, respectively[34]. The temporary acoustic

softening and residual softening effects increase with increasing US power for both Cu and Au

FABs [34, 45].

Figure 21: Representative signals for z-position, force, and ultrasound provided by bonder. 
Periods for ZB, ZW, and ZWR evaluation indicated by circles. Period for ZBR evaluation ob-
tained from reference wedge bond (not shown) [40].
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Figure 22: Illustration of a modified online deformability method that is used to characterize 
the temporary acoustic softening effects (Step 1, Group 2) and the residual acoustic soften-
ing effects of applying US during initial deformation (Step 2, Group 2) [34].
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Figure 23: Temporary acoustic softening effect on Cu FABs. Effect of increasing US power 
on ball height H1. Error bars indicate standard deviation [34].
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1.6.2 Online Tail Breaking Force Measurement

The formation of a consistant tail is essential for reliable high yield ball bonding. The TBF

must be strong enough so that the tail bond illustrated in Fig. 25 does not break until the capillary

moves upwards to the correct position [41]. If the tail bond is too weak the tail length will be in-

consistent or the wire will be blown out of the capillary and the wire must be re-threaded causing

stoppages in production. The TBF is measured online during bonding by measuring the change in

the signal provided by the proximity sensor as the clamp deflects due to tension in the wire up until

the tail bond breaks. Example signals from the proximity sensor are shown in Fig. 26 a) and b).

Fig. 26 b) shows the proximity signal when the tail bond is broken [41].
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Figure 24: Residual acoustic softening effect on Cu FABs. Effect of increasing US power on 
ball height H2. Error bars indicate standard deviation [34].
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1.6.3 Online Heat Affected Zone Breaking Force Measurement

A short and strong HAZ is often required for advanced microelectronic packaging. If the

HAZ is too long or very weak low loop heights that are necessary for decreasing package thickness

can cause the wire to break during looping. The wire type and EFO parameters both affect the HAZ

length and strength [32, 42]. It has been shown that larger IEFO applied for shorter tEFO produce a

stronger HAZ during Cu wire bonding as shown in Fig. 27. This was shown to be a result of larger

grain sizes produced during longer tEFO [42, 43].

Similarly to the online TBF measurement the HAZ breaking force is obtained from the

change in the proximity sensor signal as the clamp deflects. A ball bond is made followed by the

closing of the wire clamp and the upward motion of the bondhead causing the wire to break in the

HAZ. Fig. 28 shows a SEM image of a Cu ball bond after the online HAZ breaking force measure-

Figure 25: Illustration (a) and SEM image of tail bond (b) [41].
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ment [42]. An example of the proximity sensor signal during the online measurement of the HAZ

breaking force is shown in Fig. 29 [42].

Figure 26: Proximity sensor signal: a) during one bonding cycle and b) during tail break.

a)

b)

TBF
Signal with 
wire

Signal without wire

Tail breaking signal

Figure 27: HAZ breaking force obtained from online measurement. Low IEFO = 45 mA, tEFO 
= 0.9 ms. Medium IEFO = 80 mA, tEFO = 0.39 ms. High IEFO = 250 mA, tEFO = 0.11 ms [42].
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Figure 28: SEM image of Cu ball bond after HAZ breaking force measurement [42].

wire break 
in HAZ

Cu ball bond

Figure 29: Proximity sensor signal during online HAZ breaking force measurement [42].
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1.7 Bonding Wire Materials

The wire bonding technology has continuously evolved to meet the demands of the modern

device while remaining the cheapest first level interconnect technology [1]. A modern approach

for meeting the industry demands for higher performance, lower costs, and miniaturization is the

development of new wire types and materials. The most promising of which being Cu, and insu-

lated bonding wire materials. Although there are many advantages of these novel wire materials

there are also some challenges that must be addressed before they will be fully accepted in many

applications.

1.7.1 Copper Bonding Wire

Copper bonding wire has become a very promising alternative to the conventional Au wire

due to its potentials for economical and performance advantages. Relative to Au wire, Cu has su-

perior electrical and thermal conductivities as well as higher tensile strength and elongation. A

comparison of Cu and Au properties is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of Copper and Gold bonding wire material 
properties.

Wire Material
Properties Gold (Au) Copper (Cu)
Electrical Conductivity [Ω m]a 4.55x107 5.88x107

Thermal Conductivity [kW/m2K]a 31.1 39.5

Tensile Strength [MPa]b 135 210-370

Modulus of Elasticity [MPa]b 79 000 123 000

Elongation to Failure [%]c 2-8 4-18

Wire Hardness [HV]c 50 57
aRef. [47]
bRef. [1]
cRef. [35]
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1.7.1.1 Advantages of Cu Bonding Wire over Au

The 23 % higher electrical conductivity and 21 % higher thermal conductivity of Cu makes

it an excellent wire material for high performance applications that require wire bonds with high

current carrying capacity. The higher thermal conductivity also leads to a shorter and stronger HAZ

improving performance during looping [47]. 

The higher tensile strength and modulus of elasticity of Cu allows for longer distances be-

tween the first and second bonds having greater resistance to wire sag and wire sweep during en-

capsulation of the package [1, 2, 5, 18, 47]. Wire sweep caused by the viscus flow of the

encapsulant is shown in Fig. 30. Wire sag and wire sweep become a major issue with finer pitch

applications and in extreme cases lead to electrical shorting and device failure.

The Cu wire-Al bondpad system is more reliable than the Au wire-Al bondpad system

which is the standard in the microelectronics industry [47]. Even though there are five possible Cu-

Al intermetallics it is found that they grow at less than half the rate of the Au-Al intermetallics [48].

Figure 30: X-ray image of wire sweep during molding of package with encapsulant. Wires 
sweep and in some areas may even touch causing electrical shorts.
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The growth of the intermetallic layer at various temperatures is shown in Fig. 31 a) and b) for the

Cu-Al and Au-Al systems, respectively [48]. It is also found that Cu oxide helps improve reliability

by preventing or inhibiting the growth of Kirkendall voids [2, 49].

In addition to the performance advantages of Copper wire, there is also a significant eco-

nomical advantage when compared to Au wire. Cost savings are the most significant driving force

in semiconductor assembly [47]. Copper is cheaper than Au and due to its superior tensile strength,

elastic modulus, and electrical and thermal conductivities, thinner wires and therefore less material

can be used for each device [47].

1.7.1.2 Challenges of Copper Wire Bonding

Despite all of the advantages of Cu wire there are two main drawbacks that have retarded

its replacement of Au wire. Copper wire is harder than Au wire and it oxidizes readily in air. As a

result of the higher hardness of Cu wire, larger deformation forces and US levels are required for

Figure 31: Relationship between intermetallic compound layer thickness and time for a) the 
Cu-Al system and b) the Au-Al system when aged at various temperatures ranging from 120-
200 °C [48].

a) b)
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bonding [2, 17, 50, 51]. Larger bonding forces and US levels lead to an increase in the likelihood

of underpad damage such as cracking, delamination, and underpad cratering [2, 17]. The relation-

ship between the occurrence of underpad damage and bonding load and US level is shown in

Fig. 32 a) and b) [17]. The underpad stresses during Cu wire bonding are 30 % higher than in Au

wire bonding [50, 51]. Cracks and cratering refer to damage to the passivation and silicon under-

neath bond pad metallization. They cause electrical degradation and reduced reliability of the de-

vice [18]. Underpad cracks and cratering are illustrated in Fig. 33 a) and b), respectively [17]. The

Figure 32: a) Chip damage vs. US power for conventional copper wire bonding, b) chip dam-
age versus bonding load for conventional coper wire bonding [17].

a) b)

Figure 33: Illustration of underpad cracking (a) and cratering (b) caused by the ball bonding 
process [17].

a) b)

metallization

passivation layer

Silicon
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higher bonding forces and US levels makes bonding to ICs produced from low-k materials very

challenging [52, 53]. As the microelectronic industry moves towards higher performance ICs and

spacing between interconnect lines decreases, low-k dielectrics are becoming more popular. Low

k value dielectric materials are required to overcome the signal delays that result from the higher

resistance and capacitive coupling associated with less spacing between the interconnect lines on

the IC [53, 54]. Low k materials have high porosity and therefore lower strength which can result

in easy chip damage.

There are many complications associated with the oxidation of the Cu wire. Copper oxide

degrades bond quality, causes FAB defects, increases the hardness of the FAB, and reduces the

shelf life of the wire. Oxidation at the interface between the Cu and metallization degrade bond

quality by preventing intimate contact between the bare wire and metallization materials as dis-

cussed in section 1.5.3.1. Oxidation becomes more of an issue during EFO due to the high temper-

atures. Excessive oxidation during EFO leads to FAB shape defects such as golf-clubbed and

pointed FABs. Since Cu oxide builds up over time the shelf life of the Cu wire is limited. The sec-

ond bond strength will degrade and tailing issues will begin to occur as the Cu oxide reaches a cer-

tain thickness. Due to the shorter shelf life of Cu wires, less wire can be put on a spool than for Au

wire meaning the spools must be changed more frequently and more attention is required for plan-

ning wire inventory to prevent waste.

As discussed in section 1.3.1.3 a protective gas atmosphere is required during EFO in order

to prevent oxidation of the Cu FAB. The wire bonder must be retrofit with a Cu kit in order to be

able to bond with Cu wire. The 5 % H2 + 95 % N2 forming gas required to produce spherical, oxide
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free Cu FABs is an additional expense to the wire bonding industry. Also, gas mixtures containing

larger than 5 % H2 are considered flammable and are undesirable due to safety and handling pur-

poses [18]. Setting up a wire bonding manufacturing facility to handle forming gasses safely will

therefore require a large initial investment.

1.7.2 Insulated Bonding Wire

As the microelectronics industry moves towards high input/output (I/O) density devices,

creating electrical interconnects via wire bonds becomes increasingly challenging [6, 53, 55]. In

order to achieve high I/O density, higher pin count, finer pitch, multi-row, and multi stack devices

are required. With these new device designs, shorting of the wire bonds becomes a major issue

which increases device failure and decreases process yield. The wires must span longer distances

and thinner wire diameters are required which increases the severity of wire sweep and sag. Two

methods in preventing shorting due to wire sweep and sag are by modifying loop profile and using

stiffer wire materials. Adding additional kinks to the wire loop and stiffer wire such as Cu or Au

alloy materials help reduce wire sweep and sag [55, 57]. A third method is to use Au insulated

bonding wires such as X-wireTM developed by Microbonds Inc., Markham, Ontario, Canada.

These commercially available insulated wires eliminate the risk of shorting all together.

The X-wireTM insulated wire technology utilizes a sub-micron thick dielectric organic

coating to prevent electrical shorting. The coating process is an additive process meaning that any

base wire material can be coated [6]. This insulated bonding wire technology was identified on the

2006 ITRS Roadmap for Semiconductors as a viable, cost effective solution to enable complex

package designs, enhance package performance, and improve the yield of high-density packaging
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[6]. It has been demonstrated that the insulated Au wire can be used to bond long wire loops such

as in stack die, high density milti-tier, and same-tier crossed wire applications without electrical

shorting as shown in Figs. 34 a), b) and c), respectively [55]. 

1.7.2.1 Performance Requirements of Wire Insulation

The performance requirements for developing a new insulation include: reliable and quality

FAB, bond strength/reliability, dielectric strength, robustness of coating during process, limited ef-

fect on base material properties, resistances to common solvents, resistance to high subsequent

processing temperatures, no contamination of capillary, and toxic-free during EFO [6, 53, 55, 56].

Figure 34: Applications of insulated Au wire with no risk of electrical shorting: a) stack die, 
b) high density multi-tier, and c) crossed wire same-tier [55].

a) b)

c)
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In addition to performance requirements the insulating process must be low cost and the current

wire bonding equipment must be easily adapted to support insulated wires.

The Au X-wireTM insulation meets industry requirements. During EFO the insulation is re-

moved from the bottom of the FAB and remains on the wire due to the higher melting point of the

insulation than the base wire material [53]. The FAB has the characteristic “Water-Melon” stripe

appearance as shown in Fig. 35 where no coating is present at the bottom of the FAB and hence,

ball bond performance is equal to that of the bare wire [55]. The insulation has a breakdown voltage

that exceeds 25 V, no cracks occur if bent to a radius of smaller than 25 µm and the thermal prop-

erties and HAZ properties are similar to those of the base metal [32]. Negligible contamination of

the capillary is found after making over 1 million wire bonds as shown in Fig. 36. It was also found

that during EFO acceptably low levels of volatile organic compounds (VOC) where released into

the air [55]. 

Figure 35: Water-Melon stripe effect, characteristic of the Au X-wireTM FAB. No insulation 
is present on the portion of the FAB to be bonded [55].

water-melon 
stripe
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1.7.2.2 Challenges of Insulated wire Bonding

The main challenges associated with bonding insulated wire are forming a good quality

FAB, preventing damage to the insulation on the wire during EFO, and making strong second

bonds with no wire open stoppages (i.e. good tailing). The performance of an insulated wire de-

pends on both the chemistry of the insulation and its thickness. For example some chemistries burn

off more easily allowing for better FAB formation and some are thinner and more brittle and there-

fore break up and are displaced easily while making the second bond. One of the challenges asso-

ciated with the development of the insulation is that there is always a compromise between the

performance of the wire in one area versus another with varying chemistries and coating thickness-

es.

During the EFO process with an insulated wire it is important to ground the end of the wire

to prevent the current from jumping to ground though the insulation layer for example at the wire

clamp, burning a hole in the insulation layer [6, 53]. Most of the modern wire bonders come with

a ground connection near the wire spool. All other wire bonders must be equipped with a low-cost

upgrade [6].

Figure 36: Negligible contaminants found on the capillary tip caused by bonding with insu-
lated bonding wire: a) new capillary (zero bonds), and b) capillary tip after over 1 million 
bonds [55].

a) b)
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The optimization of the EFO parameters can be quite different than for bare non-insulated

wire. The first difference is that the insulation slows the cooling of the molten metal during FAB

formation and/or increases the plasma temperature resulting in larger FABs than for non-insulated

wire [32]. It is also found that the discharge gap can be shorter during EFO and a shorter gap is

even sometimes necessary to form good quality FAB. As mentioned in section 1.5.3.1 the correct

amount of energy is required to burn off the insulation. Therefore the EFO parameters must be se-

lected more carefully making sure that the coating is fully removed unlike the on the FABs shown

in Fig. 15. Insulation remaining on the bottom portion of the FAB which is to be bonded to the met-

allization acts as a contaminant and degrades the quality of the bond.

The second bond is a weak point in the wire bonding technology. Approximately 80 % of

the pull strength of the non-insulated wire bonds can be obtained using conventional second bond

techniques [58]. New techniques are required to obtain pull strengths comparable to non-insulated

wire and to promote good tailing with no open wire stoppages during production. Some of these

techniques include: i) high initial bonding force applied with high strain rate in order to crack the

insulation coating, ii) low force scrubbing, and iii) applying a shift part way through bonding in

order to scrape the wire along the bonding surface [55, 58]. An example of using such techniques

is shown in Fig. 37. Using this bonding process the wedge bond pull strength was found to be com-

parable to that of the non-insulated wire bonds [58]. The main drawback to such a bonding process

is that the bonding time is increased, decreasing the manufacturing throughput.
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1.7.2.3 Insulated Cu Wire

The future of insulated wire bonding could be insulated Cu wire materials. By insulating

Cu wires the superior electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties of the Cu wire is combined

with the advantages of insulated wire. The insulation will prevent oxidation of the wire increasing

the shelf life of Cu wire. It is also thought that the gases produced during EFO as the insulation is

burnt off could act as a protective atmosphere preventing oxidation of the FAB. Forming Cu FABs

in N2 gas or air could then be possible. This would be a huge advance in Cu wire bonding where

forming gas mixtures of H2 and N2 are no longer necessary to form quality FABs. However, the

effect of the gas atmosphere on the EFO discharge must first be better understood.

Figure 37: Modified bonding process with cleaning stage for bonding with insulated Au wire. 
Comparable bond strength to non-insulated wire bonds is achieved using this process [58].
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2.0 Effect of Electrical Flame Off Parameters on FAB Hardness and 

Work Hardening

The likelihood of underpad damage caused during the wire bonding process increases when

bonding with Cu wire. This is especially true when bonding to devices that contains low-k dielec-

tric materials. The most common type of underpad damage produced by these stresses are pad peel-

ing, cracking, cratering, or dielectric layer delamination. During wire bonding both compressive

forces and cyclic shear forces act on the bond pad due to the bonding force and US, respectively

[50, 51]. With a harder FAB higher bonding forces and US levels are required for making the ball

bond leading to larger stresses on the device [2].

There are several different approaches in reducing underpad stress and therefore limiting

damage during thermosonic bonding with Cu wire. Some approaches to reducing underpad dam-

age are by using softer wire, producing softer free air balls (FABs), optimizing the bonding param-

eters, and even by changing the bond pad design or material [2, 38, 50]. Electrical flame off

parameters and the temperature of the shielding gas can be changed to produce Cu bonded balls

and Cu FABs with different hardness [38, 59]. The microhardness of the bonded balls (BBs) has

been investigated extensively in Ref. 38. It was concluded that the BB hardness decreases with in-

creasing IEFO with tEFO adjusted to leave the FAB diameter constant. The amounts of US effects

and work hardening were not discussed. Possible US effects include acoustic softening and resid-

ual hardening that have both been observed in metals that are subject to US energy [29, 34, 44, 45].
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In this chapter the effects of EFO parameters on the hardness of FABs are examined. By

performing manual microhardness tests and an online deformability study [40] the FAB is charac-

terized before bonding takes place. This eliminates the US effects from the experiment.
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2.1 Experimental Procedure

The wires selected for this study are standard 25 µm diameter Au and Cu wires manufac-

tured by MK Electron Co. Ltd., Yongin, Korea. The basic mechanical properties are outlined in

Table 2. The wire Vickers hardness is measured on cross-sections orthogonal to the wire axis as

shown in Fig. 16 a).

The EFO parameters are determined that will produce 50 ± 1.0 µm diameter FABs for both

the Au and Cu wires. In order to find these parameters a total of 30 FABs are measured using three

different EFO times (10 FABs for each EFO time) while holding the other EFO parameters con-

stant. A shielding gas of 5 % H2 + 95 % N2 with a flow rate of 0.5 l/min is used for Cu wire bond-

ing to prevent the oxidation of the molten Cu during EFO [40]. The gas flows through a tube of

1 mm diameter. A flow rate of 0.5 l/min therefore corresponds to a flow speed of 10.6 m/s. The Cu

FABs are examined using a Joel JSM-6460 scanning electron microscope (SEM) to ensure the flow

rate of the shielding gas is sufficient to prevent oxidation during EFO. The FAB diameters are

measured using an optical microscope and fitted to a second order polynomial as shown for the Cu

wire at the high IEFO level in Fig. 38 [50]. This method is performed for each of the low, medium

and high IEFO of 45 mA, 80 mA, and 250 mA, respectively. The IEFO, tEFO and the average FAB

diameters obtained are presented in Table 3 for the Cu and Au wire, respectively. For a 50 µm FAB

Table 2:  25 µm (1 mil) diameter wire 
properties.

Property Cu Au
Minimum Breaking 
Load [mN] 49 98

Elongation [%] 4-18 2 - 8
Vickers Hardness 57.8 50.0
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produced with IEFO = 45 mA, the tEFO for Cu is 44 % larger than that required for Au. The differ-

ence is possibly due to the superior thermal conductivity of Cu. However, as IEFO is increased the

difference in the required tEFO between the Cu wire and Au wire decreases. At an IEFO of 250 mA

the tEFO required for the Cu FABs is only about 7% larger than that for the Au FABs. Possibly, the

rate and magnitude of heat input is large enough at higher current levels to render the heat conduct-

ed away through the wire insignificant.

Figure 38: FAB diameter vs. tEFO for Cu wire. The solid line represents a polynomial curve 
fit. The IEFO = 250mA in this example.
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Table 3:  Electrical flame off parameters and resulting FAB sizes.
Cu Au

Low 
Current

Medium 
Current

High 
Current

Low 
Current

Medium 
Current

High 
Current

EFO current 
[mA] 45 80 250 45 80 250

EFO time 
[ms] 1.03 0.43 0.118 0.58 0.3 0.11

Avg. FAB 
diameter 

[μm]
49.64 ± 0.44 49.74 ± 0.53 49.74 ± 0.38 49.98 ± 0.42 49.99 ± 0.48 50.27 ± 0.73
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2.1.1 Online Free Air Ball Deformability Measurement

The online deformability method as described in section 1.4.1 was performed on a Ag plat-

ed Cu leadframe shown in Fig. 39 using an automated Besi Esec 3100 thermosonic wire bonder,

shown in Fig. 17. An encoder measures the bondhead position with sub-micron precision along the

z-axis. The z-position of the capillary tip is derived from this encoder measurement and recorded

during bonding. These signals are used to determine the deformed ball height (BH). The deformed

BH is representative of the deformability of the initial FAB [40]. The deformability depends on

material hardness and work hardening. FABs produced using low, medium, and high IEFO are de-

formed using a deformation force of 0.6 N. The signals recorded during bonding are shown in

Fig. 40. The deformed BH is measured after deformation with the 0.6 N deformation force.

2.1.2 Vickers Hardness Measurement

The next step is to compare the online deformability results to microhardness measure-

ments made in the center of the polished cross-sections of FABs as shown in Fig. 41 and in the

center of the cross-sections of BBs as shown in Fig. 42. The hardness measurements were per-

formed using a LECO DM-400LF hardness tester with Vickers indenter applying a 49 mN (5 gf)

load with a 15 s dwell time.

Figure 39: PLCC44 Ag plated Cu leadframe. All bonding was performed on Ag plated bond-
pad.

Ag plated diepad20 mm
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Figure 40: Force, US, and z-position signals recorded during online deformability measure-
ment. The force and z-position signals are the actual recorded signal. The US is the control 
amplitude that the real A.C. US tries to follow.
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Figure 41: Cross-section of a Cu FAB with Vickers hardness indentation.
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Figure 42: Cross-section of a Cu BB with a Vickers hardness indentation.

20 µm
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Cu Bonded Ball
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2.2 Online Free Air Ball Deformability Measurements

Deformability results are shown in Fig. 5, where the BH decreases as the IEFO increases.

The average BHs and their associated errors are shown in Table 4 for both Au and Cu at each of

the IEFO levels. The amount of deformation increases with increasing the IEFO for both Au and Cu.

The online deformability results are consistent with BB microhardness results from

Ref. 38, which were subject to US energy. Both the online deformability study and Ref. 38 suggest

that FABs produced with a higher IEFO and lower tEFO will have a lower hardness. However, no
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Figure 43: Online deformability results for Au and Cu 50 µm diameter FABs. a) Cu BH after 
deformation, b) Au BH after Deformation. Mean values are represented by star symbols.
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conclusion regarding the FAB hardness before deformation can be made as of yet. In order to reach

such a conclusion, the amount of work hardening needs to be characterized.

Table 4:  Average BHs and error values from online deformability study.

Current Level

45 mA 80 mA 250 mA

Au BH 
[µm] 19.38 ± 0.06 18.76 ± 0.07 17.66 ± 0.07

Cu BH 
[µm] 24.79 ± 0.05 24.48 ± 0.04 23.64 ± 0.07
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2.3 Free Air Ball Microhardness

During EFO, the wire end is heated until molten into a droplet of desired diameter. The

longer tEFO, the more the wire adjacent to the droplet is heated, resulting in a larger heat affected

zone (HAZ). While heat is radiated and convected to the atmosphere, the main driver for the solid-

ification after EFO is the heat conducted to the unmolten wire [60]. In the case of the higher IEFO

value coupled with the shorter tEFO, it is expected that the droplet peak temperature is higher [38],

followed by higher cooling rates and gradients. The resulting FAB is expected to have a higher re-

sidual stress, dislocation density, and therefore hardness.

The Cu FAB microhardness results presented in Fig. 44 and Table 5 confirm this reason-

ing. Cu FABs produced with the lower IEFO (45 mA) have a substantially lower microhardness

(14.29 HV lower) than that of FABs produced with the higher IEFO (250 mA). However, consid-

ering the Au FAB results in Fig. 44 and Table 5, it is found that there is no significant hardness

difference of the Au FABs with 95 % confidence as shown by the t-test results in Table 6. This

might be due to the fact that between FAB solidification and microhardness testing, the FABs are

subject to elevated temperatures. Bond-offs are made to a 220 °C hot substrate with the FABs

Table 5: Average FAB and BB Vickers hardness.

Current Level

45 mA 80 mA 250 mA

Au FAB 
[HV] 45.34 ± 0.53 44.59 ± 0.91 47.63 ±1.07

Cu FAB 
[HV] 67.46 ± 0.95 78.45 ± 0.58 81.75 ± 0.71

Cu BB 
[HV] 105.66 ± 0.98 102.27 ± 0.85 101.39 ± 0.71
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hanging at the wire ends less than 0.5 mm away from the substrate. Therefore, the FABs remain at

an elevated temperature for more than 20 min before the substrate is removed from the wirebonder

hot plate. The FABs further experience elevated temperatures during the preparation steps for the
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Figure 44: Vickers hardness results: a) Cu BB, b) Cu FAB, c) Au FAB. Mean values are rep-
resented by star symbols. 
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Table 6:  Student’s t-test results for Au FAB Vickers hardness (95 % confidence).

t-test Comparison P-value

Low I vs. Medium I 0.4355
Medium I vs. High I 0.0579
Low I vs. High I 0.0688
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microhardness test. The recovery and recrystallization temperature range for pure Au is between

150 - 200 °C [61], but highly deformed Au has even been observed to recover and recrystallize at

room temperature [61, 62]. Dopants are added to the Au wire to increase the annealing temperature

and improve the thermal properties of the Au wire [61, 63]. Even though dopants have been added,

some recovery and recrystallization in the Au FAB may have occurred resulting in no change in

microhardness at the different IEFO levels.

The relation of microhardness of the Cu FAB with the IEFO level has the opposite trend of

what was found for the BBs hardness in Ref. 38 and in the online deformability study [Fig. 43].

This opposite trend suggests different amounts of work hardening on the FABs when produced

with different process conditions. The work hardening effect during deformation is larger for Cu

FABs produced at lower IEFO levels. The FABs have a lower microhardness but deform relatively

less during the online deformability test.  The opposite trend observed could be due to different

grain sizes in the FABs produced with different IEFO levels or differences in the recovery and re-

crystallization. Further investigation is required to determine the actual cause of this phenomenon.
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2.4 Bonded Ball Microhardness

The microhardness of cross-sectioned Cu BBs with respect to the IEFO level, shown in

Fig. 44 and Table 5 follow the same trend as the microhardness results in Ref. 38 and the online

deformability test (Fig. 43). The BBs that are produced with a higher IEFO level FAB have a lower

hardness than BBs that are produced using a lower IEFO. The observed difference in microhardness

of the Cu BBs produced using IEFO = 45 mA and IEFO = 250 mA is 4.27 HV. A difference of

9.28 HV was observed between BBs produced using FABs using IEFO = 30 mA and

IEFO = 105 mA in Ref. 38.

The difference between the change in hardness in this study compared to Ref. 38, possibly

is due to US effects. In the current study an ultrasonic generator current (USG) of approximately

590 mA was used where as Ref. 38 only used an USG current of 90 mA. Even if the USG current

values obtained from two different wire bonder types cannot be directly compared, the BBs in the

current study were severely overbonded compared to those in Ref. 38. More US will result in larger

effect on the mechanical properties of the BB due to acoustic residual softening as shown in Fig. 45

a) and b) for Au and Cu, respectively [34]. The higher level of US used in this study will diminish

the effects of varying IEFO during FAB formation. The amount of hardening related to strain hard-

ening or ultrasonic effects cannot be distinguished between in this study.

In order to reduce the underpad stress that can cause underpad damage during bonding,

more than the hardness of the Cu FAB should be considered. The EFO parameters that effect the

hardness of the FAB also effect the magnitude of work hardening that occurs during bonding. The
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harder FAB produced at a high IEFO will produce a softer BB relative to softer FABs that are pro-

duced with lower IEFO. Therefore, a harder Cu FAB will be more desirable because it will work

harden less, producing a softer deformed ball and reduces diepad stresses during subsequent bond-

ing [51].

Figure 45: Microhardness of (a) Cu BBs and (b) Au BBs deformed with different US power 
levels. The error bars in (a) indicate one standard deviation [34].

a)

b)
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2.5 Comparison of Online Deformability Measurements with Vickers Hard-

ness Tests

The results obtained from both the online deformability test and the Vickers hardness test

show that Cu FABs produced with higher IEFO will be relatively softer either, after being deformed

using the online method or, both deformed and bonded when using the Vickers hardness method.

Since, both of the methods give similar trends with respect to the level of IEFO, a correlation be-

tween the results can be obtained. Using the averages for each IEFO level from both of the methods

the correlation coefficient is calculated to be r = 0.83. The US effects experienced by the BBs may

be responsible for weakening the correlation between the two methods.

In order to determine which method of measuring hardness is more precise the error of the

differences between the mean values at each IEFO level is taken. The percentage of the error of dif-

ference is a measure for the precision of the test method. The percentages of the error of difference

are outlined in Table 7 for both the online and Vickers hardness methods. The online method when

comparing the difference between the low vs. medium IEFO, medium vs. high IEFO, and low vs.

high IEFO is therefore approximately 2 times, 12.5 times, and 4 times, respectively, more precise

than the Vickers hardness method. There is naturally more error built into the Vickers hardness

Table 7:  Percent error of difference for online deformability and Vickers hardness 
method

Cu Wire IEFO 
Comparison

% Error of Difference

Online 
Deformability

Vickers 
Hardness

Low vs. Medium 21.3 38.3
Medium vs. High 9.8 126.1
Low vs. High 7.5 28.3
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method, as error can arise from specimen preparation and mounting, inadequate optical measure-

ments or even by the effects of the specimens structure [39]. The second factor affecting the accu-

racy is that the US effect which, is not present during the online deformability test. The US effect

does, however, become a factor when performing the Vickers hardness test on the Cu bonded balls

and may be responsible for adding additional error to the microhardness results.
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2.6 Summary

While no significant effect of EFO parameters on the microhardness of Au FABs was ob-

served, it has been shown that the EFO parameters have a substantial effect on Cu FABs. Upon

initial deformation as typically observed in microelectronic ball bonding, work hardening occurs

for both materials and depends on EFO parameters in a similar way for both materials. The work

hardening effect is stronger with FABs produced with lower IEFO levels, reversing the difference

in hardness that exists before deformation. These results contribute to an improved understanding

of FAB formation and deformation effects which are affecting the US stress levels present during

the bonding process. Such understanding can help find a way how to reduce the underpad damage

in Cu ball bonding processes on sensitive substrates.
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3.0 Effect of Shielding Gas Type and Flow Rate on Free Air Ball 

Quality

This chapter focuses on oxidation and the complications associated with adding a shielding

gas to the EFO process. Excessive oxidation can lead to process reliability issues and further in-

creases the hardness of the Cu FAB [9-11, 17]. The oxidation of Cu wire during bonding is reduced

by supplying a shielding gas to the EFO site during FAB formation. The shielding gasses used are

usually a mixture of H2 and an inert gas such as Ar or N2 (forming gas) [18]. A mixture of 5 % H2

and 95 % N2 is the most common forming gas mixture used today. The hydrogen in the gas mixture

reduces the oxide on the wire surface during the EFO process [11].

The melting and solidification of the FAB during the EFO process has been studied exten-

sively for Au wire. Complex models have been developed to help understand the formation of the

Au FAB during EFO [19]. The formation of a Cu FAB is even more complex due to the effects of

oxidation and the use of a shielding gas. Factors such as extensive oxidation and convective cool-

ing affect the formation of the FAB and can cause FAB defects [9, 11, 20]. Forming gas reduces

the oxidation of the Cu FAB but is an additional expense and a safety concern for the wire bonding

industry. A novel Cu alloy or wire type that can eliminate the need for H2 in the shielding gas or

even eliminate the shielding gas all together would be a huge breakthrough for Cu wire bonding.

However, developing new wires is very time consuming and there is not yet a solid understanding

of how the shielding gas effects the formation of the Cu FAB.
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Online methods have been developed to characterize wire deformation/hardness and the re-

sulting in-situ underpad stresses during bonding. They are especially useful for characterizing new

prototype wires and optimizing process parameters [35, 40, 41, 44, 46, 50]. A prototype wire that

does not meet certain standards can be discarded early preventing wasted time performing tedious

manual characterization techniques. In this study an online method is used that can characterize the

shape and deformability of 380 FABs in one hour [46]. This online FAB characterization method

is used in parallel with SEM images to develop a method of determining optimal shielding gas flow

rates using 5 % H2 + 95 % N2 forming gas and a 100 % N2 gas. The common types of FAB defects

and the conditions at which they occur are identified.
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3.1 Experimental Procedure

Various 25 µm diameter wires are used along with the SBNE-35BD-AZM-1/16-XL capil-

lary manufactured by Small Precision Tools Ltd., Lyss, Switzerland. Two different Cu wires were

chosen (Cu1 and Cu2) as well as a Au wire that is used as the base case where oxidation is not a

factor during EFO. All of the bonding is performed on a Ag plated Cu leadframe shown in Fig. 39

using an automated Besi ESEC 3100 thermosonic wire bonder shown in Fig. 17. The EFO per-

formance of each of the wires is investigated using the 5 % H2 + 95 % N2 forming gas as well as

an inert N2 gas.

The EFO parameters are optimized to give a FAB diameter of approximately 50 µm [46].

Sets of EFO parameters are found for each wire in the forming gas and N2 gas atmospheres and are

presented in Table 8. A larger IEFO is required for forming the Cu FABs due to the superior thermal

conductivity of Cu compared to Au.

3.1.1 Online Free Air Ball Characterization Method

For the online FAB characterization method, an encoder measures the bondhead position

with sub-micron precision along the z-axis [40, 46]. The z-position of the capillary tip is derived

Table 8:  EFO parameters for 50 µm diameter FAB using forming gas and N2 gas with a 
shielding gas flow rate of 0.5 l/min and a tail length of 500 µm.

EFO parameters: Forming gas EFO parameters: N2 gas

Cu1 Cu2 Au Cu1 Cu2 Au

Electrode to Wire 
Distance [µm] 300 300 500 300 300 500

EFO Current 
[mA] 80 80 52 80 80 52

EFO Time [ms] 0.43 0.43 0.5 0.46 0.46 0.51
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from the encoder measurements and recorded during bonding. Rows of ball-stitch bonds are made

where the z-position is used to derive a reference height (Href) of the bonding surface, the Z1 height

of the undeformed FAB, and the Z2 height of the deformed FAB as shown in Fig. 46. The bonding

direction is alternated from east to west in order to eliminate the need for a column of reference

bonds as previously done in the deformability studies [Fig. 20]. The reference height (Href) is

measured from the wedge bond of the adjacent wire bond. This bond orientation allows each wire

bond to be a test bond and doubles the amount of measurements that can be taken compared to the

deformability method presented in section 1.4.1 and used in chapter 2.0. 

The Z1 height is taken when the FAB is touched down with 20 mN force. The 20 mN force

is too low to cause significant deformation of the FAB [44]. The Z2 height is taken after the FAB

Figure 46: SEM image of rows of ball-stitch bonds for height measurements and schematic 
illustration of reference height, Z1, and Z2 measurements.
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has been deformed with a force of 600 mN. This is a suitable force value for the type of wire and

materials used. Once the Z2 height has been measured, the deformed ball is bonded by applying

the bonding force and ultrasound (US) in order to complete the process. The FAB height (HFAB)

can now be calculated using 

HFAB = Z1 - Href (8)

and the deformed ball height (Hdef) can be calculated using

Hdef = Z2 - Href . (9)

Fig. 47 shows an example of the online force, US level, and z-position signals recorded during each

bonding cycle [46].
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Figure 47: Representative signals for force, US level, and z-position recorded from the wire 
bonder. The measurement periods for Z1, Z2, and Href are indicated by circles. The force 
and z-position signals are the actual recorded signal where the US is a control signal that the 
real A.C. US tries to follow [46].
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The HFAB and Hdef measurements are taken for each of the three wire types using both

forming gas and N2 gas. The wire bonder is not capable of reading flow rates below 0.2 l/min and

flow rates above 1.0 l/min promotes severely defective FABs and NSOP failures where ball bonds

can not be made. Therefore, a total of 180 ball-stitch bonds are made at each of the flow rates from

0.2 l/min to 1.0 l/min at 0.05 l/min increments.

3.1.2 Visual Characterization of Free Air Balls

SEM images are used to characterize the FABs size, shape and surface condition at various

flow rates. SEM images also help identify the possible mechanism for a defective FAB. Free air

ball defects such as variation in diameter or shape are identified using the online method in parallel

with SEM images. Observed shapes are spherical, pointed, or golf-clubbed, as illustrated in Fig. 48

a), b), and c), respectively. In the spherical case, the ball is spherical and the wire axis projects

through the ball center. In the pointed case, the ball shape has a point usually at the far end from

the wire. While the ball might be almost spherical in the golf-clubbed case, its center point is sub-

stantially off the extended wire axis.

Figure 48: Common FAB shapes: a) spherical FAB, b) pointed FAB defect, and c) golf-
clubbed FAB defect.
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3.1.3 Measuring Forced Convective Cooling Effect of Shielding Gas

Oxidation of the surface of the molten Cu FAB or excessive forced convective cooling due

to high shielding gas flow rates can produce these FAB defects [20]. The forced convective cooling

effect is measured using a thermocouple as the flow rate of the shielding gas is increased as shown

in Fig. 49. A k-type (chromel-alumel) thermocouple manufactured by OMEGA, Laval, Quebec,

Canada, is used.

y

x

Figure 49: Setup for measuring forced convective cooling effect of shielding gas with increas-
ing flow rate; a) front view of electrode, b) top view of electrode. Metallic tube has an inner 
diameter of 1 mm.
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3.2 Free Air Balls Produced in Forming Gas

3.2.1 Copper Wire 1 (Cu1)

The FABs are characterized using the online FAB characterization method in parallel with

SEM images. The results for the online FAB characterization are shown in Fig. 50. From the online

measurements no monotonic trend in HFAB is observed with increasing the flow rate. For flow rates

above 0.7 l/min, the HFAB does not change and the standard deviation increases drastically. The
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Figure 50: Cu1 wire height measurements from online FAB characterization in forming gas. 
The mis-shaped FAB area is identified by the hatched region. The normalized standard de-
viation for both the HFAB and Hdef measurements are plotted with a solid line and dashed 
line, respectively.
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standard deviation of the HFAB and HDeaf measurements is normalized by dividing by the averages

and plotted on Fig. 50 for each of the flow rates.

Using SEM images the actual shape and quality of the FAB is determined at each of the

different flow rates. From the SEM images in Fig. 51 a) and c) it can be seen that the FAB is of

good quality at flow rates of 0.2 l/min and 0.5 l/min. The standard deviation of the HFAB measure-

ments are the lowest at 0.2 l/min and 0.5 l/min with values of 0.44 µm and 0.51 µm respectively.

Insignificant surface oxidation is observed and the grain boundaries are clearly visible. The FABs

are pointed at flow rates of 0.4 l/min and 0.75 l/min as shown in Fig. 51 b) and d), respectively.

The standard deviation of the HFAB measurements at flow rates of 0.4 l/min and 0.75 l/min increas-

es to 1.08 µm and 1.95 µm, respectively. Oxidation is identified visually on the pointed FABs

shown in Fig. 51 b) and d), where a scale like oxide is observed on the FAB surface.

Figure 51: SEM images of Cu1 FABs produced in forming gas at flow rates of a) 0.2 l/min, b) 
0.4 l/min, c) 0.5 l/min, and d) 0.75 l/min.

a) b)

c) d)
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From the SEM images the changes in HFAB measured using the online method are due to

changes in the FAB shape, where as the Hdef measurements are more dependent on the volume of

the FAB. Spherical Au FABs with different HFAB measurements are deformed and plotted against

the Hdef measurements as shown in Fig. 52. A linear correlation is found between the HFAB and

Hdef measurements and with a deformation force of 600 mN the slope approaches unity. Therefore,

in a process where a spherical FAB is produced at all flow rates, the HFAB measurements only vary

due to changes of FAB diameter and follow the same trend as the Hdef measurements. Such HFAB

measurements are named  and are calculated by

(10)

where, ΔHmin is the minimum difference between HFAB and Hdef from all flow rates [46]. When

HFAB is approximately equal to  as illustrated in Fig. 50 for the Cu1 wire at flow rates of

0.2 l/min, 0.25 l/min and 0.5 l/min, the FAB is spherical and of good surface quality. All other flow

Figure 52: Correlation between HFAB and Hdef measurements for various sized Au FABs de-
formed with deformation forces of 400, 600, and 800 mN.
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rates where pointed FABs are produced are identified by the hatched area above  termed the

mis-shaped FAB area [46].

3.2.2 Copper Wire 2 (Cu2)

The results for the online FAB characterization of Cu2 are shown in Fig. 53. For the Cu2

wire there is an obvious trend in the HFAB with increasing flow rate. This trend with increasing

flow rate is similar to the results found in Ref. 20. The FAB height increases from 0.2 l/min to 0.3 l/

HFAB
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Figure 53: Cu2 wire height measurements from online FAB characterization in forming gas. 
The mis-shaped FAB area is identified by the hatched region. The normalized standard de-
viation for both the HFAB and Hdef measurements are plotted with a solid line and dashed 
line, respectively.
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min before decreasing until a flow rate of 0.7 l/min. However, at flow rates above 0.7 l/min the

slope in the HFAB trend changes and HFAB remains approximately constant.

Images of the FABs produced at various flow rates are shown in Fig. 54. The FABs pro-

duced with flow rates below 0.65 l/min are of good quality which correlates well with the low

standard deviation values calculated from the online measurements. However, as seen in Fig. 54 c)

and d), golf clubbed defects start to occur at flow rates above 0.65 l/min. Also, at higher flow rates

more severe oxidation is observed on the FAB as observed in Fig. 54 d).

The measured HFAB values follow the calculated  values closely for all flow rates

and the mis-shaped FAB area is small, as shown in Fig. 53. As expected this indicates that spherical

FABs are produced. However, golf clubbed defects occur at flow rates above 0.65 l/min even

Figure 54: SEM images of Cu2 FABs produced in forming gas at flow rates of a) 0.2 l/min, b) 
0.5 l/min, c) 0.65 l/min, and d) 0.8 l/min. Golf-clubbed shapes in c) and d) pointing towards 
observer.
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c) d)
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though the HFAB measurements follow the  values closely. However, the slope in the HFAB

and Hdef curves decreases at 0.65 l/min, indicating a change in the EFO process and the occurrence

of FAB defects.

3.2.3 Gold Wire

Since Au does not oxidize the effects of the forming gas and the flow rate can be more eas-

ily identified. The online FAB characterization results are shown in Fig. 55. Since it is possible to

bond Au FABs with no forming gas because oxidation is not an issue, the online characterization
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method is performed at a flow rate of 0 l/min. The HFAB and Hdef increase from flow rates of 0 l/

min to 0.25 l/min and then decrease steadily until about 0.65 l/min. This trend is again similar to

the results found for the Cu2 wire and in Ref. 20.

The HFAB and  values are similar for flow rates up to 0.5 l/min as shown in Fig. 55.

Spherical FABs are produced at flow rates up to 0.5 l/min as shown in Fig. 56 a) and b). Above

0.5 l/min the FAB becomes golf clubbed and at 0.8 l/min spherical FABs can no longer be formed

as shown in Fig. 56 c) and d), respectively. At flow rates above 0.5 l/min the mis-shaped FAB area

increases, and also, the slope in HFAB and Hdef changes at flow rates above 0.55 l/min where HFAB

remains constant.

HFAB
Trend

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 56: SEM images of Au FABs produced in forming gas at flow rates of a) 0.25 l/min, b) 
0.4 l/min, c) 0.6 l/min, and d) 0.8 l/min.
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3.3 Free Air Balls Produced in Nitrogen Gas

3.3.1 Copper Wire 1 (Cu1)

The quality of the FABs is expected to decrease when they are formed in N2 gas. This is

due to the fact that there is no H2 present to reduce the Cu oxide during EFO. The online FAB char-

acterization results in N2 gas are shown in Fig. 57. The standard deviation of the HFAB is approx-

imately double that of the FABs produced in forming gas. An abrupt jump in HFAB occurs at a

0.65 l/min flow rate and again, the HFAB remains constant above a flow rate of 0.65 l/min.
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Figure 57: Cu1 wire height measurements from online FAB characterization in N2 gas. The 
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SEM images of the Cu1 FABs produced in N2 gas are shown in Fig. 58. Every FAB is de-

fective and severe oxidation is observed on its surface. The FAB shapes changes from severely

pointed at 0.2 l/min flow rate to slightly ovalized at 0.55 l/min and then again becomes pointed at

a flow rate of 0.7 l/min.

The HFAB and Hdef trends have several changes in slope, and the mis-shaped FAB area is

large. Therefore, it is expected that the FABs will be defective at all flow rates. With flow rates

from 0.45 l/min to 0.55 l/min the FABs are golf-clubbed and the HFAB and  values are sim-

ilar but the slopes of the HFAB and Hdef trends change abruptly in this region identifying an unsta-

ble EFO process.

Figure 58: SEM images of Cu1 FABs produced in N2 gas at flow rates of a) 0.2 l/min, b) 0.35 
l/min, c) 0.55 l/min, and d) 0.7 l/min.
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3.3.2 Copper Wire 2 (Cu2)

The online FAB characterization results for the Cu2 FABs produced in N2 gas are shown

in Fig. 59. The online test could not be performed for flow rates below 0.4 l/min due to NSOP fail-

ures where ball bonds could not be made. The standard deviation of the HFAB and Hdef measure-

ments is more than double that of the FABs produced with forming gas just as was observed with

the Cu1 wire. The HFAB and Hdef measurements decrease up to 0.65 l/min where there is an abrupt

increase in both.
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Figure 59: Cu2 wire height measurements from online FAB characterization in N2 gas. The 
mis-shaped FAB area is identified by the hatched region. The normalized standard deviation 
for both the HFAB and Hdef measurements are plotted with a solid line and dashed line, re-
spectively.
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The SEM images shown in Fig. 60 again reveal oxidation of the FABs produced in N2 gas.

The Cu2 wire tends to form golf-clubbed defects varying in severity at all N2 gas flow rates. Severe

golf-clubbing and significant surface oxidation occurs at flow rates below 0.4 l/min where NSOP

failures occur and also above 0.65 l/min where the online HFAB and Hdef measurements increase

abruptly.

From the online results shown in Fig. 59 the mis-shaped FAB area is observed to be large.

Only golf-clubbed FABs were observed with the Cu2 wire when formed in N2 gas. The HFAB and

 values are equal at 0.4 l/min but spherical FABs were not produced. If the ΔHmin used to

calculate the  value is from a unstable EFO process where FAB defects occur,  can

not be used to identify flow rates where spherical FABs are produced. Since FAB defects were pro-

duced at all flow rates in this case, no conclusion can be made from HFAB being equal to .

Figure 60: SEM images of Cu2 FABs produced in N2 gas at flow rates of a) 0.2 l/min, b) 0.5 
l/min, c) 0.6 l/min, and d) 0.75 l/min. Golf-clubbed shapes pointing towards observer.
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3.3.3 Gold Wire

The two main purposes of studying Au FAB formation in N2 gas is to understand how the

gas flow effects the FAB formation and also to understand the effects of not having H2 in the gas

mixture. The online FAB characterization results for the Au wire are shown in Fig. 61. The HFAB

and Hdef both decrease with N2 gas. The HFAB decreases up to a flow rate of 0.25 l/min before it

increases slightly. The standard deviation increases drastically at 0.4 l/min and bonding could not

be done at flow rates above 0.5 l/min due to a large decrease in FAB size.
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Figure 61: Au wire height measurements from online FAB characterization in N2 gas. The 
mis-shaped FAB area is identified by the hatched region. The normalized standard deviation 
for both the HFAB and Hdef measurements are plotted with a solid line and dashed line, re-
spectively.
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The SEM images of the Au FABs are shown in Fig. 62. Spherical FABs are produced up

to 0.35 l/min as shown in Fig. 62 a) and b). At flow rates above 0.4 l/min the FABs begin to become

golf-clubbed as shown in Fig. 62 c). Above a flow rate of 0.4 l/min spherical FABs can no longer

be formed as shown in Fig. 62 d).

The HFAB and  values are similar for flow rates up to 0.35 l/min as shown in Fig. 61.

Above 0.35 l/min where golf-clubbed FABs are observed the mis-shaped FAB area increases and

the slopes of both the HFAB and Hdef trends change abruptly. 

Figure 62: SEM images of Au FABs produced in N2 gas at flow rates of a) 0.2 l/min, b) 0.35 
l/min, c) 0.45 l/min, and d) 0.6 l/min.
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3.4 Cooling Effect of Shielding Gas

The thermocouple measurements taken from the EFO site at various flow rates for both

forming gas and N2 gas are shown in Fig 63. With the heating block kept at 220 ºC during bonding

and room temperature is approximately 21 ºC the EFO site is at a temperature of 59 ºC when the

gas flow rate is 0 l/min. As the flow rate is increased to 0.65 l/min the temperature at the EFO site

decreases to temperatures of 40 ºC and 42.5 ºC in forming gas and N2 gas, respectively. For flow

rates above 0.65 l/min the temperatures increases abruptly to 45 ºC in forming gas and 48 ºC in N2

gas. It is suspected that these increases are due to the gas flow changing from laminar to turbulent.

Figure 63: Temperature at EFO site with increasing flow rates of N2 and forming gas.
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3.5 Mechanisms for Free Air Ball Defects

Heavy copper oxide identified by a scale-like texture on the FAB surface in Fig. 51 and

Fig. 58 can cause the surface tension of the molten Cu ball to change. The pointed FAB shape as

observed with the Cu1 wire is a result of a change in surface tension of the molten ball during the

formation of the FAB. Metal oxides generally have a higher melting point and lower surface ten-

sion [20]. Therefore, during solidification the oxide on the molten Cu will form first, affecting the

geometry of the FAB as the molten Cu rolls up due to surface tension [20]. 

Another possible mechanism for the formation of pointed FABs is forced convective cool-

ing caused by the shielding gas flow [9, 20]. The surface solidifies prematurely which again effects

how the molten metal rolls up during solidification. The forced convective cooling effect of the

shielding gas flow can decrease the bulk temperature of a thermocouple at the EFO site by up to

19 ºC as shown in Fig. 63. The surface temperature decrease is expected to be substantially larger.

An increase in temperature gradient between the molten metal and the environment increases the

likelihood of premature solidification on the surface of the molten metal. Therefore, this convec-

tive cooling effect may have played a role in the pointed FABs seen at high flow rates of both form-

ing gas and N2 gas for the Cu1 wire.

Several different mechanisms have been proposed for the formation of golf-clubbed FABs.

Hang [9] proposed that factors such as energy input during EFO, gap length between the electrode

and the wire tail, high gas flow rates, as well as the condition of the wire tail can cause golf-clubbed

FABs. Energy input during EFO and shielding gas flow rates were also suggested to be a cause of

golf-clubbed FABs in Ref. 11. 
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In this study only the effects of flow rate and gas type are directly linked to golf-clubbing

since the EFO parameters have been kept constant. It is found that golf-clubbed FABs appear for

both Cu2 and the Au wires at high flow rates of both forming gas and N2 gas as shown in Fig. 54,

56, 60, and 62. At high flow rates both the drag force on the wire tail and molten metal ball could

result in golf-clubbing. If the wire tail is pushed away from the electrode by the gas flow the gap

will increase, which as observed in Ref. 9 leads to golf-club defects. Also, the drag force on the

molten metal itself can cause the solidifying metal ball to freeze off-center on the wire. In contrast,

with Cu1, pointed shapes instead of golf-clubbed shapes are observed under these conditions. The

pointed FABs can also freeze off-center from the wire axis as shown in Fig. 58.

Since the IEFO and tEFO are kept constant in this study, the atmosphere that the FAB is

formed in is the other significant variable that effects the energy input during EFO. As the flow rate

is increased the convective cooling effect increases causing the removal of energy from the EFO

site and again a lower energy input leads to under-formed FABs that are golf-clubbed [9]. Also,

with different flow rates the composition of the atmosphere at the EFO site will change which can

have an effect on the energy transferred to the wire tail via the plasma during EFO.

At flow rates above 0.65 l/min for each of the Cu wire types studied, EFO is observed to be

unstable. The EFO site temperature abruptly rises as the gas flow rises above 0.65 l/min and the

amount of oxidation increases. Both of these observations can be explained by a change in flow

type above the 0.65 l/min threshold. If the flow does in fact become more turbulent at this flow

rate, the mixing effect between the air and the shielding gas as well as the convective cooling effect

will increase. With this increased mixing of the shielding gas with the air, the shielding provided
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by the gasses will lose its effect and oxidation will again occur. In Fig. 51, 54, 58, and 60 the in-

creased oxidation can be easily identified at these high flow rates leading to instability in the EFO

process and FAB defects.
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3.6 Free Air Ball Formation in Forming Gas Compared to in Nitrogen Gas

The 5 % H2 in the forming gas helps reduce the Cu oxide during the EFO process and im-

proves the Cu FAB quality [9, 11, 18, 20]. The higher quality of Cu FABs is evident for both the

Cu1 and Cu2 wires. For the Cu1 wire less oxide is evident on the FAB surface when comparing

the FABs formed in forming gas and N2 gas as shown in Fig. 51 and 58, respectively. Also, the

Cu2 wire had less surface oxide when the FABs are produced in forming gas rather than N2 gas as

shown in Fig. 54 and 60, respectively. Spherical FABs with insignificant surface oxide were only

produced in forming gas for both Cu wires.

In addition to the reduction of Cu oxide, the H2 added to the forming gas also provides ad-

ditional thermal energy to the EFO process [11, 20]. This added thermal energy is visualized in

Fig. 50, 53, and 55 from flow rates of 0 l/min to approximately 0.3 l/min where the HFAB meas-

urements increase with increasing flow rate. The size of the FAB increases with the amount of H2

present during EFO [20]. Above a flow rate of 0.3 l/min the convective cooling effect is hypothe-

sized to take over and the FAB size again decreases. The increase in HFAB is not observed when

the FABs are formed in N2 gas as shown in Fig. 57, 59, and 61. These results are similar to those

found in Ref. 20 and further indicate that the additional heat input is due to the addition of 5 % H2

to the forming gas.

The thermal energy provided by the forming gas containing H2 gas could be a result of the

reduction of the Cu oxide or by the rapid reaction/combustion of H2 with stray oxygen [20]. The

reduction reactions between hydrogen and Cu oxides are exothermic and therefore provides ther-

mal energy. As found in Ref. 20, an increase in HFAB was also observed for Au wire as shown in
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Fig. 55, where no reduction reactions occur. Therefore, the reduction of oxides is not likely the

only source of additional thermal energy supplied by the H2 gas. Since no oxidation or reduction

reactions occur during the formation of the Au FAB, less thermal energy is available during EFO.

As shown in Fig. 56 and 62, the Au FAB can no longer be formed at flow rates above 0.8 l/min and

0.5 l/min for FABs produced in forming gas and N2 gas, respectively. The additional thermal en-

ergy due to the rapid reaction/combustion of H2 with stray oxygen is a possible explanation for the

ability to form Au FABs up to flow rates of 0.8 l/min in forming gas while FABs can only be

formed with flow rates up to 0.5 l/min in N2 gas. Another possible explanation is a change in the

properties of the gas due to the change in gas chemistry as discussed in the following section.
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3.7 Characterizing Free Air Balls with the Online Method

The purpose of the online characterization method is to eliminate the need for manual anal-

ysis methods such as SEM analysis. Online characterization can be less time consuming than tak-

ing SEM images of every FAB produced during process optimization of the EFO process. The

trends in HFAB and Hdef are obtained using the online method and are used to characterize the

FABs. Sudden changes in the slope of the HFAB and Hdef trends, large differences in HFAB and the

 values, and a large standard deviation of the HFAB measurements are all indications of un-

stable EFO processes where FAB defects occur. The size of the mis-shaped FAB area can be used

as a measure of the robustness of a wire material during EFO.

For FABs produced in forming gas, abrupt changes of the HFAB measurements with in-

creasing flow rate and large differences in HFAB and  illustrated by large mis-shaped FAB

areas, indicate pointed FABs. Golf-clubbed defects can be identified by the change in slope to ap-

proximately zero as seen for both the Cu2 and Au wire results shown in Fig. 53 and 55. The mis-

shaped FAB area can not always be used to identify FAB defects as shown for the Cu2 wire where

golf-clubbed defects occur above flow rates of 0.65 l/min and the HFAB measurements and the

 values remain similar. 

The Cu FABs produced in N2 gas are found to be defective and in most cases have exces-

sive oxidation on their surface. For both the Cu1 and Cu2 wires the FAB defects are identified by

abrupt changes in HFAB, large mis-shaped FAB area, and the large standard deviation of the meas-

ured HFAB values at each flow rates. If the FABs are defective at all flow rates, the  value

can not be used to identify the flow rates where spherical FABs result.

HFAB
Trend

HFAB
Trend

HFAB
Trend

HFAB
Trend
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The online characterization results for Au FABs formed in both forming gas and N2 gas are

similar. Golf-clubbed defects are identified by the slope of the HFAB measurements decreasing to

approximately zero and a large increase in mis-shape FAB area at higher flow rates. The effects of

H2 on the Au FAB size is identified when comparing the online characterization results of Au

FABs formed in forming gas to those formed in N2 gas.

It is important to note that the calculated  value and therefore, mis-shaped FAB area,

are approximations and should only be used as indications that defective FABs are being produced.

For fully conclusive results, optical or SEM imaging is recommended. Change in the FAB volume,

hardness, or deformability with changing flow rate can affect the measured Hdef value. The differ-

ence between HFAB and Hdef is not necessarily a constant.

HFAB
Trend
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3.8 Summary

The effectiveness of the online FAB characterization is demonstrated and the FAB forma-

tion during the EFO process has been studied using both forming gas and N2 gas. The online meth-

od identifies the gas flow rates required to produce acceptable Cu FABs and is therefore a useful

tool for optimizing the shielding gas flow rate. The flow rate should be optimized for each new

wire type used.

The addition of H2 to the gas mixture provides additional thermal energy to the EFO proc-

ess and reduces the Cu oxide during EFO decreasing the likelihood of forming defective Cu FABs.

The additional thermal energy is determined to not be only a result of the reduction of oxides but

of at least one other source.
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4.0 Electrical Flame Off Discharge Characteristics

The energy required to melt the end of the wire and form the FAB is supplied by the elec-

trical discharge during the EFO process. The amount of energy supplied has an effect on the FAB

size and shape [9, 11]. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate the effects EFO parameters, wire

material, and the shielding gas composition on the EFO discharge. For example it is well known

in the arc welding industry that changes in arc characteristics caused by different shielding gas at-

mospheres effect the amount of energy transferred by a plasma discharge [7, 13, 16, 64-71]. In this

chapter a preliminary investigation into the effects of shielding gas type, wire material, IEFO, and

discharge gap on the EFO discharge voltage and energy transfer to the wire anode will be conduct-

ed. The discussion provided in this section provides insight into the factors that effect the energy

transferred by the EFO discharge. However, further research is necessary.
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4.1 Experimental Procedure

In this study the EFO discharge voltage between the electrode and different types of wires

is measured during EFO using 5 % H2 + 95 % N2 forming gas and N2 gas. A 1000:1 high voltage

probe, shown in Fig. 64, is used to measure the voltage as in Ref. 14. The voltage probe is connect-

ed between the electrode and the wire spool as shown in Figs. 65, a) and b). The spool is used as

the ground to prevent damage to sensitive components on the bond head. The wire spool and the

wire clamp share a common ground and the resistance between them is 4.3 Ω, which is negligible

compared to the resistance of the EFO discharge. The voltage is measured using an oscilloscope

with a sampling rate of 500 kS/s. Tests are performed with the 25 µm (1 mil) Au and Cu2 wires

used in the shielding gas type and flow rate study of chapter 3.

The EFO parameters used for the voltage measurements are listed in Table 9. A shielding

gas flow rate of 0.5 l/min is used. The parameters were kept constant for both Au and Cu wires to

Figure 64: 1000:1 high voltage probe used to make EFO discharge voltage measurements 
with an oscilloscope.

voltage probe

ground connection

oscilloscope BNC 
connection

electrode connection

50 mm
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make voltage comparisons easier. Due to the high thermal and electrical conductivity of the Cu

wire no FAB is formed under these conditions. A higher IEFO and/or tEFO is required to cause suf-

ficient melting and the formation of Cu FABs. The condition of the Au and Cu wires after EFO

with these parameters is shown in Fig. 66.

Figure 65: Voltage probe connection points on the Besi Esec 3100 wire bonder: a) ground 
connected to wire spool that shares a common ground with wire clamp, and b) voltage probe 
connected to electrode.

a) b)

ground 
connection

wire spool

electrode connection

wire clamp

20 mm10 mm

Table 9:  Electrical flame off parameters for voltage measurements. The shielding gas flow 
rate is held constant at 0.5 l/min.

Parameter Value
Gap or Electrode to 
Wire Distance [µm] 300

Pre-Spark Voltage 
[V] 4500

EFO current [mA] 50

EFO time [ms] 0.5

Tail Length [µm] 500
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Figure 66: Optical images of wire tail after EFO for both Au and Cu wires. a) Au wire in 
forming gas, b) Au wire in N2 gas, c) Cu wire in forming gas, and d) Cu wire in N2 gas. Note 
the larger FAB diameter in (a) and the rounded wire tip caused by more melting (c) from 
the forming gas discharge.

60 µm 60 µm

60 µm 60 µm

a) b)

c) d)
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4.2 Voltage Measurement Results

An example voltage measurement taken during the formation of a Au FAB in forming gas

is shown in Fig. 67. A much higher sampling rate of 400 MS/s is used to identify the different fea-

tures in the voltage measurement. The EFO discharge can be divided into 4 phases which include:

i) pre-spark phase, ii) ionization phase, iii) voltage stabilization phase, and iv) steady-state voltage

phase. In the pre-spark phase the voltage is increased in steps until the breakdown potential of the

gap between the wire and the electrode is exceeded and ionization begins. The voltage at break-

down is approximately 1860 V in this case. The maximum pre-spark value of 4500 V from Table 9

is not actually required to start ionization in the gap. The ionization phase is only approximately

1 µs long where the voltage fluctuates greatly as shown in Fig. 68. The breakdown or ionization of

a gas insulated gap is quite complex where many different theoretical models have been proposed

Figure 67: EFO discharge voltage measurement with Au wire anode. Sampling rate of 
400 MS/s used for this measurement in order to identify the 4 phases of the discharge which 
include i) pre-spark phase, ii) ionization phase, iii) voltage stabilization phase, and iv) 
steady-state voltage phase.
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[72]. In the voltage stabilization phase the voltage first drops and then rises until a steady-state is

reached and the steady-state voltage phase begins.

4.2.1 Comparison of the Discharge Produced in Forming Gas and N2 Gas with Au Wire Anode

The voltage measurements taken with the Au wire in forming gas and N2 gas are shown in

Figs. 69 a) and b), respectively. The voltage during the discharge approaches a steady state after

approximately 0.36 ms. The steady-state voltage (VSS) determined between 0.4 ms and 0.48 ms

for the forming gas and N2 gas tests are 200 V and 224 V, respectively. The IEFO is controlled at

50 mA, therefore using equation (1) the discharge power in N2 gas is calculated to be 11.2 W which

is 12.2 % larger than that of the forming gas discharge.

By comparing the size of the Au FABs produced in each shielding gas type the amount of

energy transferred to the wire anode in each gas can be compared. A larger FAB will indicate that

Figure 68: Ionization phase (ii) of the EFO discharge. There are two distinct large fluctua-
tions in voltage during this phase (A & B)
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more energy from the discharge has been transferred to the wire anode during EFO. The FABs

formed in N2 gas are slightly golf clubbed but still remain round and therefore, the diameter can

still be compared to those formed in forming gas [Figs. 66 a) and b)]. The average FAB diameter

of the FABs that were formed in forming gas and N2 gas are 48.5±0.38 µm and 45.7±0.45 µm, re-

Figure 69: Voltage measurements between electrode and Au wire in (a) forming gas and in 
(b) N2 gas during EFO discharge.
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spectively. The FABs formed in forming gas are 6 % larger. This suggests that more energy is

transferred to the wire anode in the EFO discharge produced in forming gas.

4.2.2 Comparison of the Discharge Produced in Forming Gas and N2 Gas with Cu Wire Anode

The voltage measurements taken with the Cu wire in forming gas and N2 gas are shown in

Figs. 69 a) and b), respectively. The VSS for the forming gas and N2 gas tests are 211.7 V and

239 V, respectively. The discharge power in N2 gas is 12 W which is 12.7 % larger than that of the

discharge produced in forming gas. Therefore, the difference in EFO discharge power in the dif-

ferent shielding gases is similar for both the Au and Cu wires.

4.2.3 Effect of EFO current on Discharge Voltage

The IEFO was increased by 60 % to 80 mA and the voltage was measured between the Cu

wire and electrode in forming gas. A 5 % decrease in VSS is measured. Knowing that the EFO dis-

charge is a weakly ionized plasma [12], the IEFO is in the mA range, and a 5 % decrease in voltage

produces a 60 % increase in IEFO, the EFO discharge most likely falls in the normal glow discharge

category of electrical discharges. This is illustrated in Fig. 71 which shows the steady-state voltage

versus current characteristic of discharges at a pressure of 100 Pa [13].

4.2.4 Effect of Discharge Gap on Voltage

Voltage measurements were made with Cu wire in forming gas with increasing the dis-

charge gap from 400 µm to 1000 µm at 200 µm increments. The resulting VSS values plotted

against the length of the discharge gap are shown in Fig. 72. As expected the voltage increases with

the gap due to the higher resistance of the longer discharge.
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Figure 70: Voltage measurements between electrode and Cu wire in (a) forming gas and in 
(b) N2 gas during EFO discharge.
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Figure 71: Steady-state voltage versus current characteristic of a discharge at approximate-
ly 100 Pa [13].

EFO

Figure 72: Steady-state voltage (VSS) versus the length of the discharge gap for EFO between 
the electrode and Cu wire in forming gas.
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4.3 Effect of Shielding Gas Type on Energy Transferred to Wire Anode

The higher power of the N2 discharge is explained by the ionization energy of N2 compared

to H2. Nitrogen and H2 have ionization energies of 14.54 eV and 13.595 eV, respectively [13, 16].

By adding 5 % H2 to the shielding gas, the gas mixture will become more ionized meaning that the

electron and ion densities are higher in the discharge plasma [13, 14]. The more ionized a gas be-

comes, the lower the resistance across the discharge. This leads to the lower voltage required to

achieve a 50 mA IEFO in the forming gas discharge.

Since the Au FAB diameter is 6 % larger when formed in forming gas, the discharge power

does not necessarily represent the energy transferred to the wire anode during EFO. The tempera-

ture of the discharge is determined by a balance between the electrical power input and the energy

losses due to conduction, diffusion, convection, and radiation [16]. The different properties of the

shielding gases have a large effect on this energy balance. For example, properties such as the ther-

mal conductivity of the shielding gas and the percentage of energy loss due to radiation between

the different types of shielding gases effects the discharge temperature [16]. The thermal conduc-

tivity of H2 and N2 gases for various temperatures are shown in Fig. 73, where it can be seen that

the thermal conductivity of H2 is very high compared to the other gases [16]. Radiation losses are

also expected to be different between the two gases [16]. The amount of radiation increases with

the higher states of ionization where more than one electron is lost from the gas atom [16]. Since,

the hydrogen atom only has one electron to lose there is only one stage of ionization and therefore

lower energy levels of radiation would be expected. Due to the number of factors affecting the en-
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ergy transferred to the wire, a full energy balance is required in order to determine which gas pro-

motes a higher energy loss across the discharge.

The voltage distribution across the discharge also has a large influence on the energy trans-

ferred to the anode [16]. The highest potential is usually in the anode fall region [16]. The discharge

shape and therefore, current density can vary across the discharge which influences the tempera-

ture. This is often referred to as “constriction” in the arc welding industry where the arc shape

changes [64-70]. The area that the current flows into the anode has the largest effect on the heat

energy [16]. Therefore, constriction of the discharge at the wire will have a significant effect on

the FAB. Constriction occurs due to several different mechanisms. Three of these mechanisms in-

clude: i) large ionization potential preventing ionization away from the high energy portion of the

discharge (ex. He shielding gases in arc welding) [67], ii) high thermal conductivity and specific

heat keeping the temperature of the edges of the discharge column too low for ionization to occur,

Figure 73: Thermal conductivities of H2 and N2 gases as a function of temperature [16].
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which is called the “thermal pinch” effect (ex. H2+ Ar shielding gas in arc welding) [64, 67, 73],

and iii) electrons captured in the cooler outer regions of the discharge by O2 and halogens (Cl and

F) that have a higher electron affinity (ex. activating fluxes in arc welding) [69]. Constriction

caused by the thermal pinch effect of adding H2 to the shielding gas has been considered a possible

mechanism for the increased energy input during EFO and for improving the shape of the FAB [7].
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4.4 Effect of Wire Anode on Discharge Characteristics

The EFO discharge with the Cu wire anode produces a 6 % higher VSS than the discharge

between the electrode and the Au anode. This phenomenon could be due to the low ionization en-

ergies of metal vapours assuming that the temperature reached at the wire anode is high enough to

cause vaporization [13, 71]. Since insufficient melting occurred to form a Cu FAB with the select-

ed EFO parameters, it is likely that there is not enough heat to produce metal vapour [Figs. 66 c)

and d)]. This would cause less ionization in the discharge plasma with the Cu wire anode and will

increase the resistance across the discharge. A higher voltage would therefore be required to

achieve the required IEFO of 50 mA. However, the ionization energies of Au and Cu are 7.726 eV

and 9.225 eV, respectively, and Cu has a higher vapour pressure than Au as shown in Fig. 74 [16,

74]. Therefore, if the IEFO or tEFO is increased where a Cu FAB is produced and vaporization of

the Cu wire occurs, the VSS would be expected to decrease due to the ionization of the Cu metal

vapour.

Figure 74:  Vapour pressures of Au and Cu at high temperatures [74].
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The condition of the wire tail could also cause changes in the measured discharge voltages.

For example the Cu wire tail is often bent away from the electrode due to the bond-off direction

used to create the tail as shown in Fig. 75 a). The tip of the wire tail is in the shape of a hook bend-

ing away from the electrode increasing the gap between the electrode and the wire [12]. The wire

tail is also sometimes bent as illustrated in Figs. 70 b) and c) for both the Au and Cu wires. This

will also have an effect on the distance the discharge must span. It has been shown in section 4.2.4

that the discharge gap has an effect on the measured VSS. Therefore, the condition of the wire tail

will change the gap and will influence the discharge voltage.

Cu wire

Electrode

Capillary

Distance discharge 
must span 

Figure 75: Illustration of common wire tail abnormalities that can effect the measured EFO 
discharge voltage; a) Hooked tail tip, and b) bent wire tails.

hooked tip

a) b)

Bent wire tail
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4.5 Summary

The power of the N2 gas discharge is 12 % higher than that of the discharge produced in

the 5 % H2 + 95 % N2 forming gas. However, the Au FAB produced in the forming gas has a 6 %

larger diameter than the FAB produced in N2 gas and more melting is observed on the Cu wire tail

when the discharge is produced in forming gas. Factors such as lower energy loss in the discharge,

or constriction that effects the flow of heat energy into the wire are likely to be a source of addi-

tional heat energy from the H2 in the forming gas.

Factors that effect the discharge voltage are the selected control current, discharge gap, and

the wire anode material where:

a) a 5 % increase in discharge voltage is observed with a 60 % increase in the controlled current,

b) the discharge voltages increases linearly with the gap due to the increase in resistance of the

longer discharge, and

c) the EFO discharge with the Cu wire anode produces a 6 % higher VSS than the discharge be-

tween the electrode and the Au anode.

The larger heat input caused by adding H2 to the shielding gas is not due to an increase in

the overall EFO discharge power. More research on how H2 effects the EFO discharge is required

in order to determine the exact cause of the additional heat input.
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5.0 Conclusions

In this study a better understanding of the EFO process is obtained by investigating the ef-

fects of EFO parameters and shielding gas types on Au and Cu FABs. The knowledge obtained

through this study helps to advance the EFO step of the thermosonic ball bonding process. The be-

haviour of novel wire materials such as Cu, coated, and insulated wires during EFO can now be

better predicted leading to higher quality FABs and ball bonds. The main FAB issues associated

with new wire materials such as higher hardness and oxidation are addressed and the conditions at

which acceptable FAB shape and quality occur are identified.

By applying the online deformability method along with microhardness testing it is found

that the EFO parameters have a substantial effect on FAB hardness and the amount of work hard-

ening that occurs during deformation. Upon initial deformation, as typically observed in microe-

lectronic ball bonding, work hardening occurs for both Au and Cu FABs and depends on EFO

parameters in a similar way for both materials. The work hardening effect is stronger with FABs

produced with lower IEFO levels and longer tEFO even though the hardness of the FAB is lower. A

better understanding of FAB hardness and deformability which influences the US stress, and bond-

ing force levels present during bonding is achieved. Such understanding helps to reduce underpad

damage in the ball bonding process.

An online method is developed that is used to characterize FABs during bonding. The EFO

process has been studied using both forming gas and N2 gas. The gas flow rates required to produce

acceptable FABs are identified and therefore the online FAB characterization method is a useful

tool for optimizing the shielding gas flow rate. It is concluded that it is important to optimize the
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flow rate for each new wire type used. It is also confirmed that the addition of H2 to the gas mixture

provides additional thermal energy to the EFO process and reduces oxidation during EFO. Conse-

quently, the likelihood of forming defective FABs decreases. The additional thermal energy pro-

vided by forming gas containing 5 % H2 is determined to not be only a result of the reduction of

oxides but of at least one other source.

The characteristics of the discharge is investigated by measuring the discharge voltage dur-

ing EFO. It is found that the power of the N2 gas discharge is greater than that of the discharge

produced in the 5 % H2 + 95 % N2 forming gas. However, Au FABs produced in a forming gas

atmosphere have 6 % larger diameter than the FAB produced in N2 gas. Lower energy loss in the

discharge and/or constriction that effects the flow of heat energy into the wire anode are likely to

be a source of additional heat energy from the H2 in the forming gas. Other factors that were found

to affect the voltage of the EFO discharge include the controlled EFO current, the discharge gap,

and the wire anode material. More research is still required to determine the exact cause of the ad-

ditional thermal energy caused by adding H2 to the shielding gas.
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